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Cayuga Trails Club has built a new 
bridge to replace one repeatedly de-
stroyed by that piddly little stream when 
it's raging.  Note the rock-filled cribs built 
to raise the bridge above normal water 
level.  See story on page 4.  
Photo by Ross Creagan
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of online workshops and presentations.  Keep a watchful eye 
on Facebook, our website, and FLT Footnotes for future dates 
and details.

I want to wrap up this message with a big thank you to everyone 
who became a member or renewed your membership to the 
FLTC in 2021.  You are important to us.  More importantly, 
we are important to you.  There are many options for your time, 
talent and treasure.  Your commitment to the FLTC helps us 
to  build, protect, enhance and promote a continuous footpath 
across New York State for the enjoyment and health of residents 
and visitors… Forever!

So put a spring in your step and 

President’s Message
Pat Monahan

“Go take a hike!!”

NEWS

Goodbye 2020, hello 2021.  We are all quick to dismiss last year 
because of the pandemic and it was horrible.   I learned how to 
adapt to a new normal in the midst of isolating from others.  I 
don’t think that any of us will forget the toilet paper crisis or 
the mounting loss of life across the globe.  On a very positive 
note, there was much more activity on the FLT and trails across 
the United States.  Trail use, membership, donations, and map 
sales were higher than they’ve ever been.  We also faced more 
private property hunting closure issues with new trail users 
who were not familiar with the expectations to follow the trail 
reroutes, so we continue to work to educate all users about trail 
safety and good trail etiquette.  

As promised, I want to report to you about Board activity 
over the winter months including the retreat.  In addition to 
approving the 2021 budget and a review of our 2020 strategic 
plan, we approved a new leadership model for our paid staff.  
The Board believes that this model is cost effective and 
will move us forward to meet the objectives in our strategic 
plan.  The model includes the following full time positions:  
Director of Operations—Debbie Hunt (oversee the office 
function and general finances), Director of Marketing and 
Communications—Christy Post (handle public relations, 
communications, and events, and increase membership and 
donations) and Director of Trail Development—Michaela 
Aney (oversee all aspects of trails).  Michaela was hired in 
this new position and began work on February 1st.  We will 
continue to have a part time Executive Director—Quinn 
Wright (oversee staff and all aspects of the FLT) and an Office 
clerk—Gary Buchanan.  We hope to grow the organization, 
by growing memberships and donations, through great service, 
quality communication, and a premier footpath across New 
York State.

As we continue to move forward in 2021, many of our 
customary activities will be adapted to a restricted public 
health environment.  The Board continues to meet virtually.  
The County Hike Series will begin in June rather than 
April, and will be adapted slightly for participants’ health 
and safety.  Chainsaw training will continue in person with 
safety precautions.  Our Spring Conference will shift its 
focus to drawing in new trail users and celebrating our entire 
FLT community in a revival of the Trail Days Celebration, 
to be held at Steuben Brewing Company on June 5th.  The 
Fall Conference, which is focused on our members and will 
include our Annual Membership Meeting, will hopefully be 
held in person at Greek Peak from September 17-18. The FLT 
50 will be expanded, as will FLT Connect, our popular series 
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The Melveney Bridge at Tug Hollow
Ross Creagan, Cayuga Trails Club
For a few years, before 
the Cayuga Trails Club 
had to adjust its trail 
maintenance routines due 
to the coronavirus, David 
Priester, Gary Mallow 
and I would begin our 
trailwork days at Panera 
with coffee and carbs. The 
fate of the most recently 
destroyed Tug Hollow 
Bridge would frequently 
come up during our 
discussions. Gary and 
David had seen a few Tug 
Hollow Bridges wiped out 
by the perennial floods 
which channel through 
that drainage to Seneca 
Lake. The first time I accompanied David and Gary to Tug Hollow 
(which is part of the Finger Lakes Trail just to the west of Logan 
Rd. in Burdett), we went out to search for the scattered bridge 
sections from the most recent flood to see if we could recover 
any usable materials. We found pieces of 24” wide pressure-
treated decking screwed to 2x8x12’ beams, which were almost 
completely buried in the creekbed gravel. It was then that I started 
to imagine what kind of flood it would take to stir up that much 
stone to bury knocked-apart sections of bridge. 

That’s when we asked Charlie Strohman if he could design a 
stronger bridge which would be elevated two feet higher above 
flood waters than previous attempts. In theory, a higher, stouter 
bridge could deflect tree stumps roaring downstream back into 
the water and under the bridge.  While Charlie worked on his 
bridge design, David and I sketched the two bridge support piers 
which would withstand the force of raging Tug Hollow floods. 
We came up with a diamond shaped pier design, with a 67 degree 
angle pointing upstream and downstream. The pier would be 
constructed from eight courses of 6”x6” black locust stock, the 
first two courses installed below the grade of the existing eastern 
creek bank, a part of the stream landscape which had not moved 
much over the past several years. The smaller pier on the opposite, 
higher bank would be built in a box shape, four courses high. 
This pier was spotted at the highest point of the stream bank, so 
in theory, flooding waters would level out at that point, two feet 
below the bottom edges of Charlie’s bridge trusses.

Neal Melveney, who owns the land with his wife Diane, was 
with us every step of the process, and provided the primary tools 
needed to do most of the hauling labor. All the material for the 
piers and the bridge were loaded on Neal’s John Deere Gator, and 
delivered to a point approximately 50 yards from the bridge site. 
Neal’s Kubota front-end loader cleared out the weeds (including 

masses of toxic wild 
parsley), filled in the 
black locust piers with 
river stones (as ballast 
against future floods) and 
eventually raised up each 
of the 600 lb. trusses onto 
the two piers. 

Charlie’s trussed design 
is not only aesthetically 
pleasing with its series of 
A-shaped 2x6 triangular 
braces, it is very rigid and 
strong;  from an engineer’s 
perspective, it is capable 
of supporting fifteen 300 
lb. hikers over a 36’ span.

Our bridge construction crew of Charlie Strohman, Neal 
Melveney, David Priester, Tom Formanek, Gary Mallow, Polley 
McClure, John Smith, Roger Hopkins, Myra Shulman, Lucy 
Gagliardo, Bruce Cutter and I had a great time building the bridge 
during the summer and early fall of 2020. Charlie had ordered 
all the necessary quantities of wood and hardware, including 
the ingenious new fasteners called ThruLOKs and HeadLOKs, 
which completely eliminated the time consuming task of hand-
ratcheting nuts tightly onto bolts. We needed to stack the pressure 
treated wood in the Finger Lakes Land Trust barn to dry for a 
while, and are grateful to Jason Gorman for allowing us use of the 
barn from mid August to mid September. 

Roger Hopkins, Polley McClure and David Priester cleared away 
the honeysuckle brush to open up for the eventual bridge stairs 
to the Finger Lakes Trail. We also had help the day we finished 
the large pier from Lucy Gagliardo and Myra Schulman, who 
gathered stone from the stream, put them into Neal’s bucket 
loader, which were then dumped into the piers for added ballast. 
Marsha Zgola was always a welcome sight, as she catered lunch 
during long construction days.

Charlie’s final step after the construction was finished, done so 
“he could sleep at night,” was to run two 50’ ⅜”steel cables from 
each pier through the bases of the 4x4 railing supports on both 
sides of the bridge deck. These cables will prevent the bridge from 
collapsing even if the trusses were to somehow fail.  {And if the 
cables are tied off to something sturdy, away from the bridge, all 
materials won’t disappear downstream.  Editor} 

There were several stages of prep work done off site, such as 
building the truss segments in John Smith’s well-tooled garage. 
John also transported the trusses to the site. Before that John 
also unloaded the delivery of pressure treated bridge wood to 
the Land Trust barn with his front-end-mounted grabber tool, so 
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that we could more readily slide the many pieces into 
place, spaced for air-drying.  Charlie pre-cut all the 
2x6’s, 2x4’s and 4x4’s to his engineered specs in his 
home workshop, and David pre-cut all the black locust 
decking, including the two-piece, cleated-together treads 
for the two stairways. 

All together the piers and bridge required about 12 days 
of construction labor, which spanned over a 10 week 
period due to the challenges of scheduling mostly retired 
people (who tend to be very busy) to come together on 
dry days. This was one of the upsides of the drought we 
had. All the labor added up to approximately 600 hours. 
The material costs exceeded $4000.00. The Betty Lewis 
Fund covered these expenses. 

“Betty Lewis was a longtime CTC member and 
member of the board. She was Editor of our Guide to 
Hiking Trails of the Finger Lakes for several editions. 
On her passing, she left a gift in her will, a bequest to 
be used for trail maintenance and improvement in the 
Tompkins County area. Much trail work, including the 
Melveney bridge expenses this year, has been funded 
with resources granted by the Betty Lewis Fund. It was 
a very generous, and living gift that has helped us fund 
trail work for several years.” (Gary Mallow) 

Our final get together to celebrate completion of the bridge 
was The Golden Spike Ceremony on October 22, hosted 
by our CTC President, Polley McClure, who drove in and 
tightened the last piece of hardware. Polley then treated 
us all to the best cold bubbly refreshment, from South 
Hill Cider, and toasted our completion of The Melveney 
Bridge.  We capped off the afternoon with a group hike 
into the sunset (literally), where we enjoyed hazy views 
of sunset over Seneca Lake from Satterly Hill Rd. . 

Hello, my name is Michaela Aney, and I am the new Director of Trail 
Development for the FLTC!

I grew up in southern Herkimer County and learned to love and appre-
ciate nature with my Grandma as she would take us hiking regularly 
in and near the Adirondack Park Preserve. This love of the outdoors 
manifested itself into my desire to be a part of creating a sustainable 
future for the planet. 

I attended SUNY Cobleskill to study environmental and energy tech-
nologies and I concentrated in renewable energies and waste manage-
ment. After completing my degree in December 2015, I set out as an 
inaugural member of the Student Conservation Association’s Excelsi-
or Conservation Corps. I joined under the guise of completing renew-
able energy projects for New York State Parks. Although that never 
actually happened during my term of service, I fell in love with the 
work we did instead – trail work. I loved carving out a space for people 
to enjoy natural spaces safely, I found solace in being covered head to 
toe in dirt for days at a time, I felt empowered by serving the state of 
New York with the skills that I was carefully learning. Even more, I 
loved being a part of a team, accomplishing projects, and helping each 
other learn and grow. After completing my 10-month term of service I 
accepted another AmeriCorps term of service with the Texas Conser-
vation Corps as a Disaster Response Crew Leader. 

I spent seven months in Austin, Texas, leading a variety of crews 
through different conservation projects across the entire state of Texas 
until I was offered a job back in Central New York as a project leader 
for the Excelsior Conservation Corps (ECC).  I stayed with ECC and 
moved throughout the state until January 2020 and left after holding 
the positions of interim manager as well as logistics coordinator. 

Outside of work, I spend more time outside! I enjoy hiking recreation-
ally, volunteering for a nature center doing trail work, snowshoeing, 
and doing all the above with my dogs, family, and friends. I also enjoy 
growing my own food and raising my small flock of hens. 

I am extremely excited to lend my knowledge of trail work and leader-
ship to the FLTC and look forward to learning from all the wonderful 
members and volunteers who contribute to the trail’s prestige!

michaela.aney@fingerlakestrail.org
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Welcome Michaela Aney

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail on a bullthistle
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2) Christy Post was hired 
last year in the position 
of Director of Market-
ing & Communications 
to address the “PRO-
MOTE” phase. This 
year has been very try-
ing because of the coro-
navirus and Christy will 
report on her efforts in 
other communications.

3) Debbie Hunt, our Office 
Manager, has been pro-
moted to the position of 
Director of Operations. 
In that position she will 
assume much of the fis-
cal responsibilities of 
the Executive Director.

This new management structure will ensure continuity in the trail 
management function and result in higher membership, map sales 
income and much higher donor revenue, while we all will enjoy a 
more uniformly high quality trail.

NEWSExecutive Director Report
Quinn Wright

Contact: Quinn Wright
 fltcexecdir@fingerlakestrail.org
 716-826-1939
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Quinn and Jewell

In my last column I discussed how the FLTC has evolved and 
transitioned over the years. The organization has evolved into 
the “ENHANCE” phase which is improving and maintaining 
the trail. When the Long Term Planning process was completed 
two years ago one of the major evolutionary areas identified was 
how the trail would be managed. We faced the reality that over 
the next few years key management positions such as the VP of 
Trail Quality would need to be replaced. Our extremely valuable 
Trail Management Team member, Lynda Rummel, has indicated a 
desire to reduce or stop her time commitment to the organization. 
Losing the person responsible for the quality of the trail and for 
training would place an enormous burden on the organization. 
Realizing that situation could occur at any time in the other key 
trail management positions (mapping, maintenance, crews and 
construction, and material and tool management, digital mapping) 
the Board of Managers decided that a new management structure 
was required. In the new management structure the Executive 
Director position has been reduced to part-time and the new 
management team now includes the following full-time positions:

1) Michaela Aney was hired on February 1, 2021, in the position 
of Director of Trail Development. Look for her introduction 
article on page 5. She will work closely with the Trail Man-
agement team and submit the annual trail budget to Director 
of Operations. The Trail Management Team is listed below:

a) Jon Bowen - VP Trail Maintenance
b) Lynda Rummel – VP Trail Quality and Training
c) David Newman – VP Trail Preservation
d) Jo Taylor – Director of Mapping
e) Mike Schlicht – Director of Crews and Construction
f) Peter Wybron – Quartermaster
g) Roger Hopkins – Digital Map Manager

Join the FLT Googlegroup E-Mail List
The Finger Lakes Trail Conference's e-mail list is a discussion group hosted by Googlegroups.com. Its purpose is to allow 
the subscribers (approximately 850 people) to communicate information to each other pertaining to FLT hikes and other 
FLT activities, and to also allow subscribers to post general hiking-camping-backpacking and/or FLT-related questions 
that can be answered by any of the other participants.

The co-moderators who oversee the use of this electronic mailing list and offer help with questions are: 
Larry Blumberg (lblumberg@stny.rr.com) and Scott Geiger, (scott.geiger@gmail.com).

To join the group, send a note to lblumberg@stny.rr.com requesting that you be added to the FLT HIKING Googlegroup. 
If you have any problems or questions, contact one of the co-moderators.
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Dedicated to the Dogs Who Hike With Us - Update
Jacqui Wensich

Mi'ya

Moss Hill Lean-to on Map M13 (Doggie Shelter) 2017:

This shelter was built by the contributions of dog hikers and completed in 
2017. There are over 24 dogs mentioned on the dedication plaques. In the 
future, to add your dog(s) please contribute a minimum $25.00 initially and 
$10 per extra dog.

This money will add to future shelter building projects. The dedication 
plaques will be added at Moss Hill. Also send one or two full resolution 
photos to me (jwensich@rochester.rr.com) for display on the bulletin board.

The next plaque will be placed in the shelter shortly by Bill Meehan with 
five new hiking dog dedications. The new plaque design will allow for 
single additions in the future.

Options:  Call the office (585-658-9320) and contribute directly or online 
with a note to the Dog Shelter but email the 
information to me.  jwensich@rochester.rr.com
   
Newest additions:
Ikki Bear by Gunther and Geraldine Keil
Lou Lou by Eileen Loh-Fontier
Zorro by Terri and Bill Dempski
Mi’ya by Tom and Michelle Bryden
Andy, Peg, Trip, Bo and Stanley by Peg and 
Mike Fuller

Thank 

You!

Ikki Bear

Zorro

Lou Lou

Andy, Trip, 
Bo, Stanley
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With the NCTA Celebration being held the first week of August 
2021, we will open up for nominations beginning January 15 and 
ending May 1, to get all the awards ordered by late May.  We have 
many volunteers, and others, who should be recognized for their 
activities on behalf of our Trail, and this is our big chance to do 
just that. 

Please don’t get discouraged if your nominee didn’t receive 
the award last time, and submit them once again, with maybe a 
little more information.  The Committee is allowed to select 3 
nominations in each category for recognition, except for Trail 
Builder and Trail Maintainer, which now have up to 5 recipients.  I 
have noted, with almost 40 Chapter and Affiliate entities possibly 

Call for Nominees - 2021 NCTA Annual Awards
Larry Pio, Chair of NCTA Awards Commitee

having a nominee in each category, it would take 13 years to 
honor one from each Chapter / Affiliate.  So, beat the rush, and 
get your nomination in this year.

Who are you thankful for in your local chapter, state or region, 
someone who is special in their commitment and enthusiasm for 
the NCT, volunteering their time, money, materials and energy 
to further our mission but also meets the criteria for one of the 
following award categories? 

Nominations are due May 1 and can be completed online at 
northcountrytrail.org/members/awards, via the e-mail form sent 
to all chapter, affiliate and partner leaders or by sending the 
following information to Nalcoman1@aol.com or awhittington@
northcountrytrail.org: Chapter/Affiliate/Partner name, award 
category nominated for, nominee’s name, address, city, state, 
zip, phone and e-mail as well as your name, address, city, state, 
zip, phone and e-mail. Include a one to two page statement that 
explains the reason why this person should receive this particular 
award.

Anyone can make a nomination but be sure you give the 
NCTA Awards Committee enough detail to adequately 
compare your nominee to others in the selected category. Give 
us details, examples or stories to support your nomination.  To 
make your nomination more complete, get help from others, even 
from the nominee, to give a complete picture of your nominee’s 
contributions.

Boots on the Trail: 
A volunteer who regularly leads hikes that 
are well advertised and promoted to the 
public (non-NCTA members) as a way of 
building NCTA membership and support 
for the trail. A nominee would typically 
lead more than one hike per year and 
make them interesting by sharing their 
knowledge with groups or being helpful to 
new hikers, or organize and lead a whole 
series of hikes like cross-county or even 
cross-state events, over a 3 or more year 
period. 

Vanguard: 
A legislator or other public official whose 
leadership, actions and advocacy have 
substantially benefited the North Country 
Trail over a chapter/affiliate/partner’s area 
or larger, not just a short segment.

Trailblazer: 
A business or foundation for far-sighted 
vision and support, demonstrated by 
significant contributions to the Trail or the 
NCTA.

Thomas L Gilbert Lifetime Achievement: 
An individual, in recognition of fifteen 
(15 ) years or more of true dedication, 
exceptional service and outstanding 
contributions towards the dream of the 
North Country Trail or the success and 
growth of the NCTA, not just local 
service. Service may be performed in a 
voluntary or paid capacity. 

Distinguished Service: 
An individual, in recognition of 
exceptional volunteer service in furthering 
the goals of the NCTA, and outstanding 
contributions toward the dream of the 
North Country Trail. Individual should 
have made a significant commitment and 
accomplishments over eight (8) or more 
years. Not more than one of these awards 
may be granted each year to an individual 
who is not a member of the NCTA or an 
Affiliate.

Trail Builder: 
A volunteer, whose work in Trail planning, 
landowner negotiations, layout and design, 
and/or construction, have resulted in the 
development of outstanding new trail or 
facilities over a three (3) or more year 
period. 

Categories:

We are a major partner with the 
North Country Trail Association, 
since the 420-mile portion of our 
main trail that the North Country 
National Scenic Trail utilizes is 
nearly ten percent of that longest 
of our national trails.  So we cer-
tainly hope to garner some of the 
national awards for our own val-
ued volunteers, but that means we 
have to nominate them!  Any of us 

may send in a nomination, whether we are members or not, of the 
North Country Trail Association. Editor

file:///C:\Users\Larry\Downloads\northcountrytrail.org\members\awards
mailto:Nalcoman1@aol.com
mailto:awhittington@northcountrytrail.org
mailto:awhittington@northcountrytrail.org
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Outstanding Private Landowner: 
A private landowner whose leadership, 
accommodation and active collaboration 
have substantially benefited the North 
Country Trail.

Blue Blazes Benefactor: 
An individual or household demonstrating 
vision and generosity through significant 
monetary or in-kind contribution(s) to the 
North Country Trail or the NCTA.

Trail Protector:  
A volunteer working to protect the Trail by 
gaining permission to build our Trail, and 
additionally, gaining easements to protect 
our Trail, over a 3 or more year period.

Rising Star: 
An NCTA member between the ages 
of 8 and 25, who has made significant 
contributions to the Trail and seems likely 
to continue, and whose dedication to 
the Trail and the NCTA sets an example 
to other youths and shows exceptional 
promise.

Sweep: 
A volunteer, for tireless work and 
achievements behind the scenes on behalf 
of the Trail or the NCTA over a three (3) 
or more year period.

Friend of the Trail: 
An employee of a unit of governance 
or an organization whose leadership, 
accommodations and active collaboration 
have substantially benefited the North 
Country Trail or the NCTA, not working 
solely in the capacity of an NCTA member.

Trail Maintainer: 
A volunteer, who has demonstrated 
exceptional dedication or achievements 
over a three (3) or more year period in 
maintaining or restoring pre-existing 
Trail segment(s).

Leadership: 
A volunteer, who has demonstrated 
exceptional leadership over a three (3) or 
more year period leading to significant 
local achievements or highly successful 
events.

Outreach: 
A volunteer, whose efforts to build 
coalitions, partnerships or other forms of 
local support have contributed significantly 
to the ongoing success of the Trail.

Communicator: 
A volunteer, for exemplary work in 
promoting the Trail or the NCTA 
through a communications medium 
(newsletter, web site, brochure, etc.) or 
personal contacts over a three (3) or more 
year period.

WAYS TO GIVE
Annual Fund
Unrestricted gifts to the Annual Fund provide necessary flexible funding for the 
organization. Gifts to the Annual Fund support all aspects of the FLTC’s operations—trail 
work, group hikes, training for volunteers, special programs and communications. When 
you make a gift to the Annual Fund, you are supporting the work we are doing right now 
to fulfill our mission to build, protect, enhance and promote the Finger Lakes Trail. 

Gifts to Restricted Funds 
The Finger Lakes Trail has several restricted funds that support specific needs within the 
organization. The Sidote Stewardship Fund is restricted for the use of trail protection 
and preservation projects; the Endowment Fund ensures the long-term viability of the 
organization, with earnings used for general operating costs; the Lean-To Fund helps 
us meet our goal of having a lean-to every 10-15 miles along the trail; and the Capital 
Equipment Fund is used for large equipment purchases. You can make a gift to a restricted 
fund using the enclosed envelope or by visiting our website. 

Gifts of Stock and Planned Gifts
For information about making a gift of stock or including the Finger Lakes Trail Conference 
in your estate planning, please contact Christy Post: cpost@fingerlakestrail.org. 

Membership
Your membership with the Finger Lakes Trail Conference is a powerful way to support the 
organization. Membership demonstrates your commitment to protecting and enhancing 
the trail, helping to ensure it remains accessible and available for future generations. 
We offer Membership at many levels, including Individual and Family ($40/$60), and 
Sustaining Memberships: Trail Blazer ($100), Trail Builder ($250), Trail Guide ($500) 
and Trail Patron ($1,000). You can join or renew your membership online anytime, or 
make a one-time gift of $600 for an Individual or $900 for a Family Lifetime Membership. 

GREAT EASTERN TRAIL PAST 
PRESIDENT DIES

Long time trail advocate and past president 
of the Great Eastern Trail Association Tom 
Johnson passed away doing what he loved, 
hiking in the woods on December 5, 2020. 
He was a longtime member and past officer 
in the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.  
He was President of the Great Eastern 
Trail Association (GETA) for more than a 
decade. He and his wife Sharon ran a shuttle 
and boarded many long distance hikers 
from the Appalachian Trail in their home in 
Front Royal, Virginia.  Although hundreds 
of miles separated Tom from the FLT, he 
frequently commented about the FLTC 
organization to Irene Szabo, David Marsh 
and Pat Monahan.  He last visited New York 
for the Great Eastern Trail Association at a 
Board meeting several years ago at Watson 
Homestead.  Tom and the Board hiked to the 
northern terminus for the Great Eastern Trail 
also known as the Crystal Hills Trail in New 
York at the intersection of the Crystal Hills 
Trail and the FLT main trail at the Moss 
Hill Lean-to in Steuben County.  Tom’s 
leadership will be missed.  His vision for the 
Great Eastern trail has inspired the GETA 
Board to complete the trail from New York 
to Alabama. 

mailto:cpost@fingerlakestrail.org
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The less visited items in the rear of the vest include a pared down 
first aid kit (fire starting materials, band aids, toilet paper in an-
other bag for carry out, a $20 bill, credit card, small Swiss Army 
Knife, water treatment tablets), a Garmin InReach Mini Satellite 
Communicator and headlamp (Petzl Reactik) in a quart sized Zip-
loc bag. A separate gallon Ziploc includes a lightweight rain jack-
et (Outdoor Research Helium II) or windshell (Patagonia Houd-
ini). For water, I rotate between a Steripen (ultraviolet), Katadyn 
BeFree or Salomon XA cap style filter on the soft flasks or even a 
traditional pump filter if dividing weight amongst several others. 
The water treatment tablets are only for backup.

If I’m carrying physical versions of the FLT generated maps, lam-
inated printed copies will ride flush against my back. I keep all the 
FLT maps I’ve downloaded in an offline Google Drive folder on 
my phone and use the Avenza Maps application to take advantage 
of their geospatial information with the phone’s GPS. I load the 
relevant tracks from the FLT provided GPX files onto the Fenix 
watch as well. If I have to resort to navigating, the watch is used 
first, Avenza second and the maps only as a last resort, but all are 
slow and ideally I can just follow blazes and go by “feel.” Blazes 
go by quicker when you’re running though and it’s unfortunate-
ly not uncommon to encounter rough, poorly marked sections or 
inaccurate distances, so the navigation aids get used more than 
I’d like. My phone rides up front ... and slows me down with the 
number of pictures I take!

For fluids, I carry one soft flask of water and lately have been 
enjoying Skratch Labs sport hydration drink mix in the other. If 
it’s hot out or I know it may be difficult to refill water, I will carry 
another soft flask of water in the back of my vest. I’ve found the 
single serving sized packets of the Skratch mix to be extremely 
handy and may carry three extra. My primary “food” is Gu Ex-
presso Love gels, which also provide a bit of caffeine. I’ll eat one 
every 45 to 60 minutes. (During really long races, I’ve found my 
stomach will only tolerate about 20 in a day.) 

Miles With Mark
Mark Valites

When I run longer distances (~20+ miles) on the FLT, the two 
most common questions I’m asked are “What do I wear or carry?” 
and “What do I eat?”

Please keep in mind that what is described below is what works 
for my experience and comfort level and is what I use for trail 
running the FLT during relatively warm weather.

Clothing-wise, I wear a pair of running shorts, non-cotton wick-
ing shirt, thin socks, brimmed hat, non-waterproof trail running 
shoes (currently Inov-8 RocLite 290) and lightweight gaiters to 
keep debris out of my shoes (Dirty Girl offers cheap and creative 
designs). One wrist sports a Buff (a wicking sweatband) and the 
other a Garmin Fenix Pro GPS watch. Occasionally, I’ll wear 
headphones, but I’ve found myself several times now carrying 
them the full length of even 100 mile races, yet not using them.

I don’t wear a backpack, but instead a lightweight, form fitting 
running vest (often the Ultimate Direction Ultra Vest). The vest 
offers quick access to nutrition and other frequently desired small 
items on the front, as well as larger storage on the back. Mine 
also includes an integrated whistle and front attachment points for 
trekking poles. The poles I’m currently using are very lightweight 
carbon fiber and collapse into thirds (Black Diamond Distance 
Carbon Z.  Once you’ve tried nice poles like these, there is no go-
ing back!).  I keep Leukotape wrapped around one, adhesive tape 
that retains its beneficial stickiness even when wet. It prevents 
blisters. The poles are kept on the front of the vest the majority of 
time and primarily just used for hill climbing. I don’t find them 
necessary on most of the FLT, but put them to use for training for 
runs that do and to have on hand in case of an injury. While most 
vests will accommodate a water bladder in the back, I prefer two 
“soft flasks” on the front for multiple reasons: to quickly gauge 
how much fluid remains in them, ease of removal/refilling, and 
to allow for two different types of fluid and redundancy, should 
one fail.

Shawn Weishaar, running past Spruce Pond in Morgan Hill 
State Forest on the Onondaga Trail.

Shawn Weishaar running through water coursing down the 
trail on the Crystal Hills Trail.  Perhaps a slight reroute would 
change the water's route?

A trail runner who also volunteers as a trail caretaker, photographer, and our 
magazine’s correspondent from the running world.
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The car spotter list is fluid…it changes.  Have your map in hand 
when you call to make arrangements. Offer to pay for gas after 
your ride.  Take the spotters’ photos so we can recognize them in 
the News. 

We need more car spotters for the Branch Trails and M1-5, 
M27-34.  Please consider signing on as a car spotter. Just email 
at jwensich@rochester.rr.com for the application. Spotters are a 
vital part of hiking our trails.

TIPS for aspiring end-to-enders:      
1. Review the End-to-End Hiking section on the FLT website. 
2.  Join the FLT egroup, hiking@fingerlakestrail.org (often find 
more spotters and specific location hints.) 3.  Purchase new 
MAPS (remember FLT members receive a 20% discount for 
all purchases).  Waypoints are also available.  4.  Check trail 
conditions online frequently.  5. If you are not already a member, 
join the FLTC.  Membership supports this wonderful trail.  6. Let 
me know about when you plan to complete the main/branch trails 
to receive the correct number. 7. Email captioned photos in high 
resolution as you hike and keep trail notes, so you can write your 
end-to-end article.   8. Car spotters offer to help in designated 
areas.  It is not a long-distance shuttle.  Longer rides must be 
arranged on your own.

HIKERS, PLEASE ASK FOR THE MOST RECENT CAR 
SPOTTER LIST TO AVOID PROBLEMS. (Just like our 
maps, things change.)  Let me know if phone numbers/emails 
are incorrect or no longer working.  Do not ask spotters to take 
long trips.  Ask other spotters according to the maps listed on 
the car spotter list.  IF you need a longer ride, join the FLT email 
discussion group (see page 6 on how to join) to see if someone is 
willing, if you do not have a friend or family member available.  

I supplement all this with mint chocolate, fig bars and salmon 
or beef jerky. All totaled, I try to consume roughly 250 calories 
an hour. Longer runs include more of the above, plus some of 
what’s referred to in the ultra running world as “real food” (non 
processed, non primarily sugar based) and sometimes a stop at a 
store along the way, if the trail allows. Rarely is anything foraged 
off the trail, but I do occasionally grab fruit or berries.

All of this typically weighs under ten pounds.

Follow along at https://www.instagram.com/buffalotrailandultra-
runners for more.

Jeffrey Adams on the Crystal Hills Trail.  We hope the main-
tainer gets out here soon before the path disappears into the 
jungle.

Contact: Jacqui Wensich
 jwensich@rochester.rr.com
 585/385-2265

End-to-End Update
Jacqui Wensich, End-to-End Coordinator

Main/Branch Trail:  none

Updates:  
Lian Nelson of Syracuse, an ultrarunner, plans to attempt running 
the main FLT. Clay Johnson of Rochester is continuing his main 
trail hike, Theresa (#310) and Jay Evans of Syracuse have sixty- 
three miles to finish her second and his first main trail end-to-end 
hike.  They plan to vacation next June and complete their journey. 
Karen Seward and Kelly Ireland of Clifton Park have begun their 
main trail hike. Steve Stirling is staring his main trail hike this 
fall. Desiree Wlodarek of Niagara Falls has begun her FLT system 
hike.  A FLT system hike includes the main, loop, spur and branch 
trails as a long- term goal. Jennifer Montgomery and friends have 
completed their first 100 miles of the main trail. Ryan Levering, 
cousin of Kimery Levering #482, plans to thru hike in record time.

Comments:
Several hikers have asked about re-routes. Do they have to re-hike 
a new section or a hunting or logging closure?  NO, you do not 
have to re-hike a section once you have completed it.  Changes 
to the trail occur every year, but hikers do not have to re-hike 
them.  Please continue to inquire if you have any questions.  I add 
aspiring main trail hikers to my end-to-end files.  Love to receive 
updates and photos.  For example, Steve Stirling has sent in his 
backpacking segments with a few photos and hike overview.  
Karen Seward and Kelly Ireland also have been sending in regular 
hike reports with photos. 

Car Spotter News:
Joanne Ratajczak has recently retired and is able to assist hikers 
all week.  (M1-4/CT1-4).

A warm welcome to Desiree Wlodarek of Niagara Falls.  She fills 
a needed gap in our car spotter list.  (CT 1-12, L1-2, M1-7) She 
is also willing to bring a meal, take a hiker into town and be a 
food drop.  She works full time but is available on the weekends.  
Desiree can be contacted in the evenings.  

mailto:jwensich@rochester.rr.com
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Bullthistle Hiking Club 
News from RTC Tom 
Bryden

Two new trail maintainers 
have joined the BHC crew 
of workers.  On Map M22, 
Julie Simoncic has taken 
over the section of FLT from  
State Rte. 26 in the Otselic 
Valley to Partridge Hill DEC 
Rd, traversing the grueling 
Truman Hill. She replaces 

Jon Bowen, VP of Trail Maintenance

Trail Topics: Trail Maintenance
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During this part of the year, not much trail maintenance occurs, 
although this year, due to lack of early snow, some projects have 
taken place.  We also have some retirements recently where we 
need volunteers to take over some of the work load. Plus we can 
still use more volunteers for our roving trail maintenance crew.
Not a trail maintenance comment, but Bill and Mary Coffin are 
working on adding the FLT to the US Forest Service website 
DiscovertheForest.org.  It’s an interesting site with information 
on all forests across the country. Check it out.

Marty Howden   RTC Maps M4-6  (Genesee River to nearly 
Ellicottville)

NEEDED:  A new RTC, so Marty can retire.   

GOOD NEWS!  David Malinowski , a DEC wildlife technician, 
has agreed to take on Marty’s job.
So what does the RTC do?  He or she oversees the maintainers of 
a stretch of trail, in this case from the Genesee River west to the 
junction with the Conservation Trail.  The RTC makes sure there 
are volunteers assigned to all of the trail, trains new volunteers 
when needed, makes sure all of the region’s volunteers know 
everything important to them, like keeping a record of trail work 
hours, accident insurance availability, trail quality standards, 
policies, etc., and helps each with either agency partners, like 
state foresters, or private landowners.  It’s a nice way to share 
all you’ve learned after years of trail work with other people.  
This particular area has no hiking clubs to adopt the trail, so all 
sponsors here are individuals or couples.

NEEDED: M5, Maintainer for Access 2 to County Line Road, 
approx. 9.5 miles, 2.2 road, 7.3 off road. 

MORE GOOD NEWS!  Lynda Chudy had volunteered to take 
care of this long section, and will be counting on help from Katy 
Carrier and Lisa Oun to get it all done.  Meanwhile, we thank 
Kevin and Debbie Fridman for taking good care of their trail for 
the last dozen years.

Bill Meehan   RTC  Maps M12-14 and QCMT, MFHLT  
(Watkins Glen area)

Winter arrived late this year enabling Bill Meehan, Dave Moyer 
and Aaron Havill to do trail work later into fall.  Bill says “These 
guys have been my helpers all summer and fall. We have been 
doing projects almost every week. We reopened the trails on the 
Queen Catharine Marsh Loop, the June Bug trail in Hammondsport 
and did a bunch of trail trimming on Map M13. And occasionally 
we hike just for fun. “  Thanks for all your great work.

Most recently they have been gathering material for puncheon 
across a gloppy spot outside Watkins Glen.
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Finished 
puncheon to 

render a sloppy 
spot nicer 

for walking 
near Watkins 

Glen.  The 
alternating dark 

rectangles are 
shingles, which 

will reduce 
slipperiness 

when the wood 
is wet.

Pile of 
puncheon 

material, ready 
for construction.

Jon Bowen
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Larry Chesebro on this section. Larry will continue to 
maintain two other FLT sections near  State Rte 23 and as 
caretaker superb of the Bullthistle Bridge.  

Steve Ellsworth has agreed to maintain the “Kopac 
Trail North.”  Bruce and Donna Coon were the previous 
maintainers of this section.  The two year project on M24 
west of Bowman Lake is now complete, or will be with 
signage and blazing improvements in the spring. Through 
efforts of the Bullthistle Hiking Club, in cooperation with the 
DEC, a much dryer enjoyable hike is now possible. This blue 
blazed loop trail around Bowman Lake now connects with 
a refurbished spur DEC Ski Trail  (yellow blazed) to scenic 
Whaley Pond.    

Special thanks to DEC foresters Chris Sprague and Andy 
Goeller, and the DEC Operations Crew, for helping to 
engineer, redesign and clear the reroute for this project.  
Steve Ellsworth has jumped in vigorously, and will keep this 
great reworked trail in terrific shape.

Maps M9 through M11, Pete Wybron RTC

Welcome to Don Lowe from Spencerport. He has volunteered 
to use the DR Mower stored at the Kanakadea Park to mow 
the fields in the Hornell area, maps M9 thru M11. This should 
greatly improve the trail in these areas. Thank you, Don!

Contact: Jon Bowen
  325/638-8749
  jkbowen@gmail.com 

Landmax Data Systems, Inc. 
5919 E. Henrietta Rd. Rush, NY14543 
585/533-9210
www.landmaxdata.com

Donor of land boundary research and property information 
for the Finger Lakes Trail and the North Country National 

Scenic Trail

Thank You THANKS TO OUR TRAIL LANDOWNERS

Please accept the appreciation of the Board of Managers of 
the Finger Lakes Trail Conference and hundreds of hikers for 
your continuing permission to route the path through your 
property. Even if your trail’s caretaker didn’t say so directly 
yet this year, know that we all are grateful for the privilege of 
enjoying your back woods, streams, and fields. On behalf of 
all hikers and FLTC members, we acknowledge that, without 
your generosity, we would simply never have a continuous 
trail across upstate New York.

If you would like a copy of our trail map in your property’s 
neighborhood, please ask the FLTC Service Center:  info@
fingerlakestrail.org or 585/658-9320.

Also, the trail is CLOSED on private land on the first Monday 
in February, just to reassure you that we do not establish a 
permanent right-of-way on your land by walking there every 
single day of the year.

Send address changes to 
Finger Lakes Trail Conference

6111 Visitor Center Rd.
Mt. Morris, NY 14510 

or FLTinfo@FingerLakesTrail.org
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If you've never walked our trail all the way through the west, back 
end of Watkins Glen State Park, there is a dam in there, purpose un-
known, but it sure looks different in winter.  
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Irene Szabo

Trail Topics: The Sine Qua Non of The Finger Lakes Trail

Have you ever run across this wonderful Latin phrase?  It says a 
lot in only three words, meaning that magic thing without which 
something bigger couldn’t exist.  See how many words English 
required?  Anyway, on these pages, it means some essential 
element without which the Finger Lakes Trail would never have 
evolved.

Ed Sidote was one of them for sure, and even though I never met 
Wally, I’m betting our founder Wally Wood was one, too.  Ed 
was downright nutty in his obsession with the trail, promoting it, 
sharing written material with hundreds of people, doing speaking 
engagements, and leading hikes until near the end of his long life.  
Ed even began the Forever Society of donors, about which you’ll 
learn more in the next issue.  Ed was also a lifetime bachelor, so 
his family of aunts, etc., thought we, the FLTC, should clean all of 
the trail stuff out of his house!  The trip across the state filled my 
full-size crew-cab truck!

Howard Beye, our longtime trail management guy and de facto 
executive director even before we had any, was certainly the sine 
qua non for this trail during a period of roughly fifteen-plus years 
ending with his abrupt death in 2008.  When I complained to his 
wife Dorothy about Howard’s late evening phone calls, starting 
at, say, 9:30, she understood perfectly.  And once Howard got 
talking, he’d still be saying, famously, “Oh, one more thing…” 
even at 10:30 or later!  Dorothy told me he’d be working on trail 
stuff down in their basement office until as late as 1 or 2 a.m., 
and then would get up again at 5:00 in order to finish a few tasks 
before he went to work.  The volume of his correspondence was 
enormous, yet he was a two-fingered typist.

Howard tried to take care of EVERYTHING related to our trail at 
the paper end of things, plus organized trail work training sessions 
AND ran at least one Alley Cat construction project per year, if 
not more.  Weekends often disappeared into meetings all over the 
state and beyond, especially once the FLT became more of an 
active partner with the North Country Trail.  So you can see why 
many of us who were active during the Howard Years realize that 
he was an absolutely necessary ingredient in our growth, even 
though more than a spoonful daffy himself.

The most recent sine qua non hero I celebrate here is Lynda 
Rummel, and, as we usually discover, she’ll be hard to replace!  
To cover everything Howard tried to do, within a few months of 
his surprise death we had invented four new vice-presidents just 
to cover HIS “jobs,” while a couple more were added to relieve 
others.  Since we cannot keep inventing more vice-presidents to 
take on our trail management jobs, let us consider what Lynda has 
done for us for over twenty years now and search for that next 
perfect volunteer.  Yes, Lynda wants to retire.

The next Lynda has to be capable of consuming passion and great 
absorption in sometimes mentally challenging puzzles, because 
her “job” as VP of Trail Quality can include organizing exciting 

projects, convincing both 
landowners and state agency 
people of the righteousness 
of the trail’s passage HERE, 
and spreading the gospel 
of building QUALITY 
trail through training, 
communications, and Come-
to-Jesus exhortations to well 
over a hundred trail-care 
volunteers.  

Ironically, Lynda started trail 
volunteering with Howard!  While he was GPSing our trail for the 
first time with huge borrowed National Park Service Equipment, 
she accompanied him.  In the 80s she did her first trail work, then 
retired young in 1998, after which she jumped in with both feet.  
Howard was just in the process of inventing our first Regional 
Trail Coordinators, so Lynda volunteered to be one, AND she 
listened to him for hours while hiking with the early GPS unit.  
That was it.  She was cooked.   One of the first projects they 
concocted was the set of revisions to the Holland Ravines on the 
Conservation Trail; Lynda organized that big Alley Cat!  

Meanwhile, trying to save Howard from combusting from 
overwork even after he retired, Lynda took over some trail-
building training while then-President David Marsh convinced 
Ron Navik to undertake the job of VP of Trail Preservation, which 
was a successful beginning.  Lynda’s quarterly Trail Tenders News 
first came out, and Lynda took over the fall trail worker training 
sessions from Howard. 

After the 
Holland Ravines 
reconstruction, 
Lynda’s next big 
project was to 
move the trails 
west of Watkins 
Glen State Park 
off old roads 
to newly built 
real footpaths.  
Obviously it took 
several years and 
even two grant 
applications, but 
new trail was 
built on both 
state and private 
property, and the 
Buck Settlement 
lean-to was built Ir
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Lynda teaching trail maintainers.
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in the neighborhood.  Lots of volunteer crews worked on these improvements, 
but don’t think that the VP of Trail Quality has to spearhead trail-building 
projects!  These tasks are more often handled today by the Director of Crews 
and Construction, Mike Schlicht. These stories are being shared mostly to tell 
you how Lynda grew into her eventual role with the FLTC.  For those of us 
who love trail maintenance and building, this is often how it happens.

Meanwhile, Lynda became the VP of Trail Quality, which means that I nag her 
every quarter to write that job’s column for our magazine.  She kept helping 
various sections of trail to flourish, like Tom and Donna Noteware’s Bristol 
Hills Trail sections where new bridges over mucklands were needed, and a 
couple trail easements she arranged paved our way.  

Even in “retirement,” she still plans to help Jon Bowen, our  VP of Trail 
Maintenance,  with training sessions when asked, and to review Unit 
Management Plans and other state agency documents that affect our trail, 
at least until we get a new VP of Trail Quality.  She’ll also help RTCs with 
projects where they request her help, and provide our new staff Director of 
Trail Development with as much help as she needs.  Many of us hope there 
is another super-volunteer aborning out there, one who is so enthused about 
trail stuff that he or she will be thrilled to get this job.  If I myself weren’t 
so damned old and crotchety, I’d LOVE this job.  For instance, just this past 
week I dreamed about undertaking some new trail building, until I woke up 
and remembered I simply cannot do the work any more.  Ironically, after I 
went back to sleep, I went back to dreaming about trail work!  Now when 
does any of us get to go back to pleasant dreams?

Please contact Lynda if you are interested in this job.  ljrassoc@roadrunner.
com  315/536-9484.

TRAIL QUALITY POSITION OPENS 
THIS SPRING

Our current and longstanding Vice President 
of Trail Quality, Lynda Rummel, will be 
“retiring” from this leadership position after 
many years of volunteer service.  This creates 
an opportunity for someone with a love of 
being outside and teaching others to work 
side by side (remotely) with Lynda.  This is a 
Board officer position and an integral part of 
the Trail Management Team.  

Responsibilities include organizing training 
in trail design, building, and maintenance.  
This person will manage trail tread, corridor, 
signage, marking, and use standards, policies, 
practices and protocols,  will monitor and 
facilitate responses to trail condition reports, 
and manage data-sharing Memoranda of 
Agreements.  It requires an average of ten 
hours of service per week over the course of a 
year.  This is an excellent way to dive deeply 
into the FLT.

Contact Lynda at ljrassoc@roadrunner.com  or 
315/ 536-9484
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Theo Rynders
Betsy Sacks
David Sadler
Betty Schaeffer
Annette Schaff
John G. & Margaret Schmitt
Paul Schnipelsky
John Schroeder
Paul Hoffman & Jane Schryver
Joan Schumaker

David Schwartz
David Seese
Wanda Shirk
Mark Sleeper
Carol O. Smith
Mark Spezzano
Stephanie Spittal
Eugene Staiger
Phillip Stanton
David Sundean
Robert Suss
Irene Szabo
Patti Taggart
Illya Tarasenko
Constance Thomas *
David Thurber
Timothy Timbrook
Carole Tota
Colleen Townsend
John Townsend
Lisa Uke
Jerry Valdez
Jack VanDerzee
Joseph A. & Lucille Vieira
David Waterman
Margaret & David Waterman
James P. & Holly S. Watson
William Weikert
Scott Weitzel
Jacqui Wensich
Jennifer Wilson & Joe Wertyschyn
Timothy & Nancey Wilbur
Carrie Williams
Jennifer Wilson
John R. & Judy Wint
Quinn & Jewell Wright
Nancy Yates
Susan Yee
Ann Young
Joan Young
Cynthia Zacharek
Lynda Rummel & Rolf Zerges
Mary Zuk-Domanski
Daan Zwick

Lifetime Members
Lifetime memberships demonstrate strong support for the Finger Lakes Trail, and we extend special thanks to the individuals and families who have 
made this commitment. Lifetime members have made a one-time gift of $600 for individuals or $900 for families. * Deceased

mailto:ljrassoc@roadrunner.com
mailto:ljrassoc@roadrunner.com
mailto:ljrassoc@roadrunner.com
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Contact:     Jo Taylor
  jhtaylor@frontiernet.net

Jo Taylor, Director of Mapping

Trail Topics: Map Updates

Jo Taylor working with the FLTC's GPS equipment to remap a 
reroute. 
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The Mapping Team (and that includes YOU, too)

The FLTC’s mapping team, which maintains the organization’s 
trail maps, has grown since Greg Farnham wrote his last mapping 
column for the Winter 2020 issue of the News, in which he 
announced that he was stepping down as Director of Mapping and 
asked readers interested in helping with mapping work to contact 
him or me. Greg remains very much a part of the team, but I have 
taken over as Director of Mapping for the FLT. Swapping roles 
was easy because for the last five years I have been engaged in 
FLT mapping projects, working with Greg, and all along, Greg has 
involved me in mapping tasks. The FLT community owes Greg 
a vote of thanks for his dedication to providing excellent maps 
over his nearly ten years as mapping director and for insisting on 
sustainable, well-documented processes which will enable us to 
bring on new volunteers seamlessly to help with the work.

Even before Greg’s article appeared in print, we were very 
fortunate to recruit April Miller for our team. Her name may be 
familiar to you as a frequent contributor to the FLT hiking email 
group. April has a strong commitment to the FLT and her technical 
skills are an almost ideal match for our team. Already she has 
made great strides in getting up to speed on our process and the 
software tools we use. April was responsible for producing the 
recent update to map M5 for the reroute in Swift Hill State Forest. 

Since April joined the team, Greg’s appeal for helpers and a more 
recent one from Roger Hopkins for help with the website end of 
FLT mapping (including, importantly, the online interactive map) 
have produced another very promising lead to potential volunteers 
that we will be following up soon. 

Within the FLT organization, maintaining the online interactive 
map and other online map-related functions (map store and trail 
condition notices) are considered part of the website management 
function. On the other hand, the job of collecting mapping data 
from the field and incorporating it into the PDF maps and GPX files 
sold by the FLT fall under the aegis of the Director of Mapping. 
However, "mapping is mapping" and all the volunteers who 
carry out the FLT’s mapping function work together. In future 
issues of the FLT News, Roger Hopkins, representing the website 
side, will be collaborating with me on this column.
 
The FLT mapping team involves many individuals beside the four 
of us, including Deb Nero and Joe Dabes on the Passport hikes, 
Regional Trail Coordinators, GPS volunteers, trail maintainers, 
and hikers who report trail conditions. Hikers: before setting out 
to hike on the FLT, check the Trail Condition notices on the FLT 
website for any closures, map updates, or other changes since you 
purchased your FLT map. The most recent map and the current TC 
notices together represent everything the mappers and the relevant 
trail coordinator know about conditions on that section of trail. If 

what you find on the ground during a hike does not correspond 
with our maps or TC notices, or if the map is confusing, please 
report the issue by email at trailreport@fingerlakestrail.org. We 
thank you for this help, and we will respond.

A look ahead: In future issues of the FLT News, we will talk more 
about the above-mentioned extended mapping team, in addition 
to providing information on how you can most effectively use the 
various map resources the FLTC provides.

You can’t use an old map to 
explore a new world. 
-- Albert Einstein

https://fingerlakestrail.org/plan-hikes-finger-lakes-trail/interactive-trail-map-segmented/
https://fingerlakestrail.org/plan-hikes-finger-lakes-trail/interactive-trail-map-segmented/
https://fingerlakestrail.org/store/maps-and-gps/
https://fingerlakestrail.org/plan-hikes-finger-lakes-trail/trail-conditions/
https://fingerlakestrail.org/plan-hikes-finger-lakes-trail/trail-conditions/
https://fingerlakestrail.org/plan-hikes-finger-lakes-trail/trail-conditions/
file:///C:\Users\jhtay_000\Documents\FLT%20Mapping%20Temporary\trailreport@fingerlakestrail.org
https://www.inspiringquotes.us/quotes/hdUE_XdlV4bIh
https://www.inspiringquotes.us/quotes/hdUE_XdlV4bIh
https://www.inspiringquotes.us/author/3804-albert-einstein
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to go down the steepest part of 
the Susquehanna parcel.    David 
Priester and Cayuga Trails Club 
volunteers will be constructing 
the necessary link trail, not steep, 
to complete this route, probably in 2021.      We expect our FLLT 
friends are going to ask FLTC's Sidote Fund to assist with some 
costs, perhaps an off road parking area and informational kiosk or 
perhaps sharing some of the closing costs.   

If you’ve followed this far you’ll have counted two FLTC loans 
to FLLT, three parcels purchased by FLLT to be transferred to 
Danby State Forest (one already has been), and a fourth parcel 
acquired by FLLT where FLTC may yet assist in some trail friendly 
improvements.

My notes on this start back in 2015.   Six years of focused work with 
FLLT help has insured a permanent link for the trail.   Our loans to 
FLLT have been repaid to our Sidote Fund.  When it all settles out, 
our costs will be the closing and survey costs we shared on the first 
project, plus any improvements we agree to pay for on the latest 
project.       

Our friends at Finger Lakes Land 
Trust  have surely helped us to 
establish this protected route from 
Heisey Road to Coddington Road.   
It’s mutual, as their master plan 
wanted to protect the ecosystem on 
Eastman Hill from development and 
without the loans from FLTC they 
may not have been in a financial 
position to acquire these properties 
at the point in time when there was 
a willing seller.   We look forward to 
doing additional projects together.  
Thanks to the generosity of our 
FLTC  Sidote Fund donors we have 
the resources to move when the 
opportunities come up.  So future 
donations are encouraged, in order to 
help us stay nimble.

Ed Sidote, one of the pantheon of Finger Lakes Trail demi-gods, 
started the fund that bears his name with the donation of some stock, 
asking others to donate in a similar fashion, instead of thinking up 
presents for his 93rd birthday.  The idea grew legs, and today that 
fund thrives at plus or minus a million dollars, depending upon 
projects we use it for.  As a fund to protect or improve the trail, 
it has enabled the Finger Lakes Trail Conference to buy properties 
ourselves, or helped the Finger Lakes Land Trust protect vulnerable 
and critical properties that also protect the trail.  Donations are 
always cheerfully accepted!

Collaboration Works!

Readers with a good memory may 
recall the project that we the Finger 
Lakes Trail Conference, Inc. (FLTC) 
did with the Finger Lakes Land 
Trust (FLLT) back in 2016 and early 
2017 where FLTC agreed to lend up 
to $250,000 from our Sidote Trail 
Preservation Fund to FLLT so that 
they could acquire a key  property at 
the intersection of Heisey Road and Eastman Hill Road in Tompkins 
County, Town of Danby, from Mr. Vaeth.   The plan was for FLLT, 
who can move faster than the NYS Department of Environmental 
Conservation (DEC), to purchase the property from a willing seller 
using loaned funds from FLTC, and hold it until DEC’s acquisition 
process could purchase the property and add it to Danby State Forest.    
DEC eventually closed on the property and the loan from FLTC was 
repaid to us.  Along the way we received a permanent easement for 
the trail (not that we necessarily need an easement on DEC lands; 
after all, there are hundreds of miles of trail on State lands with no 
easement, but we wanted to be certain the trail would be forever 
allowed and not somehow get caught up in a Unit Management 
Planning process delay.)

At the time of the initial loan for the Vaeth property, we identified a 
desire to acquire a permanently protected route east to Coddington 
Road and later in 2017 our friends at FLLT, working with DEC, 
came to us with an opportunity to acquire a parcel leading down 
(DOWN being the key word: it IS steep) to the road.   Once again, 
DEC agreed to attempt to purchase the property when their funding 
allows but could not move quickly.   In this case, we at the FLTC 
loaned another $62,000 to FLLT and they bought the property from 
the Susquehanna Land Company and granted a permanent easement 
to FLTC.  

Late in 2020, FLLT, finding their finances able to do so, repaid 
the $62,000 zero percent interest rate mortgage to FLTC.   Recent 
discussions with DEC indicate they are proceeding with their 
acquisition and it may close in 2021.  

The task of building a trail across the upper reaches of the 
Susqehanna parcel goes to David Priester and the Cayuga Trails 
Club.  There is a nicely graded and dry woods road for most of the 
way.   But then it gets steep… very steep… ladder or stairway kind 
of steep, and it was going to be quite a challenge for our Crews and 
Construction Director Mike Schlicht to direct Alley Cat Projects on 
loose, unconsolidated soils.     Mike had begun the process and while 
we were going to get a connection to the road, it was going to be 
work, and likely one of those steep sections that was going to need 
ongoing heavy maintenance forever.   

You’ll recall from a more recent FLT News that once again our Finger 
Lakes Land Trust friends and DEC are coming through for us and 
a combination of a parcel donated to FLLT by the Eberhard family, 
which FLLT will hold as a nature preserve, and a parcel purchased 
by FLLT, which DEC will acquire, is going to allow us to route 
the trail permanently down to Coddington Road without needing 

Contact: Dave Newman
 danewman@rochester.rr.com
 585/582-2725

David Newman, VP of Trail Preservation
Trail Topics: Trail Preservation Report
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Look at the picture on the 
back cover.  The picture 
is looking northward.  
The trail will come 
across road at the bot-
tom from the flat valley 
on the right and start to 
climb the woods on the 
left side.  On the Eber-
hard property, the trail's 
climb will be much more 
gradual than it would 
have been further north.  
In this picture, we can 
see the steeper hill fur-

ther north.  Whew.
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Water Conservation District for all their help on the Solon 
bridge project.   I am sure my emails get tiring after a while, as I 
experience the same thing in IT when I get a phone call, text or 
email from someone I would rather not hear from, but your help 
in this endeavor has been invaluable. 

I have included some photos of bridges and other structures that I 
have stumbled upon while I took on the WNY Hike challenge that 
have merit when it comes to how any significant bridge on the 
FLT may be constructed.  There is a lot of variety “in the woods” 
when it comes to how folks get hikers from point to point.  The 
viewing platform pictured is located in the Genesee County Park 
and Forest in Bethany and has an aluminum frame that caught my 
attention.  The frame is welded together and bolted to a series of 
aluminum legs that extend into the wetland.  The ground is frozen 
solid so I couldn’t see how significant the abutment is, but appears 
to be just a piece of pressure treated wood that is of a type that can 
be used in wetlands and two aluminum legs are bolted to it that 
extend into the soil.

The bridge pictured here is made of fiberglass and is one of two 
that are a part of the Black Snake Mountain Trail in Allegany State 
Park.  The fiberglass is very solid and I didn’t venture to crawl 
underneath it but the structure partially sits on a cement stump which 

cannot be used 
in wetlands.  
Fiberglass and 
aluminum, while 
more expensive 
than pressure 
treated wood, 
have much longer 
life spans and 
are better for the 
environment.  

Mike Schlicht, Director of Crews and Construction

Trail Topics: Mini Cats and Alley Cats 2021

Contact: Mike Schlicht
 716/ 316-4388
 pageazi@yahoo.com

The Alley Cat schedule is taking shape and the following is what 
the calendar looks like at the end of January.

•	 Letchworth State Park – August 2-6
•	 Holland Ravines – August 23-27
•	 Catskills Lean-to and Trail Clearing – After Labor Day
•	 Bean Station Retaining Wall – TBA
•	 Ludlow Lean-to

In the last issue I mentioned that a local hiking challenge was 
increasing the number of people on the trail in Western New York.  
The organization called WNY Hikes is also running a winter 
challenge that included the Holland Ravines again.  Annette 
Brzezicki who is a trail steward for two sections of the ravines 
has met a number of folks on the trail and there has been a lot of 
interest in assisting with the Alley Cat this summer.  Annette has 
also spoken to Michael Radomski who runs the hiking challenge 
who has also expressed interest in helping to promote the Alley 
Cat and has mentioned how hikers have expressed to him how 
much they enjoy that section.

The American Hiking Society (AHS) notified us that they are not 
listing any work projects that include indoor lodging or dining 
at this time.  They will be re-evaluating that decision this June 
pending the status of the pandemic.  The Letchworth Alley Cat will 
be held this August with or without the AHS crew.  At this time, it 
will be a day event where the FLTC provides boxed lunches to the 
crew if the status of the pandemic is not favorable to indoor dining 
and lodging.   While I could locate a campground to host the crew, 
AHS’s decision was very wise and something I should have taken 
into account as some states do not have the same standards as 
New York when it comes to the pandemic.  While I am not ruling 
out this Alley Cat to include AHS and out of state volunteers, I 
also will be waiting until June to see where we are.  

Tom Rice who saw the listing of the Ludlow Lean-to “mini-cat” 
sent me an email expressing an interest in being a part of the crew 
that takes care of the graffiti.  In our email exchange over a few 
weeks, Tom mentioned that he will donate the stain for the project 
and after visiting the lean-to a short time later, stated he would 
take care of the whole project.  These are the kinds of community 
that I enjoy in my role of Director of Crews and Construction 
especially in the era of COVID.  In my day job I work in the 
Information Technology (IT) field, working in medical settings, 
and am very aware of the perils of COVID and that all of us need 
to stay healthy until we receive our vaccinations.  Even in these 
difficult times, we can still find community to get involved in 
helping to “build, protect, enhance and promote” the trail as our 
mission statement states.

In my last article I wrote about the upcoming policy on the use of 
roofing shingles and that policy will appear in the next issue of 
the Trail Tenders News.  I would like to thank Cynthia Hill from 
the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Region 7 and Stacy Russel from the Cortland County Soil and 

Black Snake Mountain 
Trail Bridge

Genesee County Park 
and Forest Bridge
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The FLT50 - Christine Reynolds
Christy Post

2020 was a hard year for so many of us. It was several months into 
the pandemic when the FLTC launched the new hiking challenge 
FLT50, which inspired and encouraged hundreds of people to 
explore the FLT in ways they never had before. By the end of the 
year, more than 400 people had logged nearly 30,000 miles on 
the trail. Just over 412 of those miles were logged by Christine 
Reynolds, who took this challenge as an opportunity to explore 
and bond with her sister. 

A long-time ultrarunner, Christine came into 2020 a little 
discouraged. 2019 had been a tough year for her in terms of 
running. She had missed several key races, including the Twisted 
Branch, which runs entirely on the 
FLT, because her 20-year-old cat—
her best friend—was having a lot of 
health issues. “My priority was to be 
with her,” Christine says. “I can run 
any time, but I knew our time together 
would be limited.”

“So 2020 rolled around and my girl 
was doing well and I was looking 
forward to getting back out to the 
races. I registered for them early so 
I wouldn’t get shut out. And then 
COVID hit and one by one each race 
was cancelled.”

Christine lost all motivation.  She tried 
a virtual race across Tennessee and 
quickly lost interest in just logging 
miles for what seemed like no reason.  
“And then the FLT50 Challenge came 
about,” she says, “and I had a reason 
to get out there.”

Many sections of the FLT are close to Christine’s home and are 
easily accessible. Her sister Donna Wakeman isn’t a long distance 
runner but enjoys getting in longer miles hiking on the trails so the 
challenge was a great way for them to spend time together—for 
Christine to show her sister some of the trails that she’d never 
seen before that are right in their back yard, and for Christine 
herself to discover sections that she’d never been on. Christine’s 
husband Joseph is also a runner and was very supportive, acting 
as crew chief and providing a mobile aid station to fuel them 
along the way.

“The long miles gave us a chance to solve the problems of the 
world (in our minds!) and de-stress about things going on in our 
daily lives,” Christine explains. “We never had a bad day on the 
trail. Somehow we always had sun and clear skies, except one day 
where we got caught in a torrential downpour, but even that was 
good. I was hiking in my trail sandals that day and it was the best 
feeling in the world to be ankle deep in water with bare feet.  We 
always looked forward to trails where our end point would be near 
a creek where we could take a dip.  I think our favorite section was 
where the trail comes into Hammondsport. The creeks there were 
always like an oasis.”

“I’ve run the Twisted Branch 100K four times (twice did not 
finish…DNFs… two finishes). I was supposed to run it in 2020 
and am looking forward to running it in 2021.  My sister paced me 
for the final 5.5 miles at Twisted in 2018. As part of the challenge 
we completed the entire Bristol Hills Branch in sections and it 
was such fun to show her the entirety of the race course and relive 
all of my experiences during the race with her.”

Christine trains as much as possible 
on the FLT, doing most of her running 
near home on Map M16, but she also 
loves the Virgil section of the trail, and 
completed the Virgil Crest 100 Miler, 
which was mostly on the FLT, in 2012. 
It is her great hope that the race will be 
reprised this year.

Christine and her sister have signed 
up for the FLT50 Challenge again this 
year, with Christine’s husband once 
again serving as their crew.  Their goal 
now is to put together an End-to-End 
hike.

Christine logged a lot of miles in 2020, 
but it doesn’t take a lot of miles to fall 
in love with the FLT, or to find peace 
and solace there. We hope you’ll join 
Christine in the FLT50 Challenge in 
2021. 

For more information about 
the FLT50 Challenge, 
including registration and 
mileage submission, visit our website: https://
fingerlakestrail.org/whats-happening/hiking-
programs/flt50-2/
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Christine in a downpour on Map M16 at Robert 
Treman State Park.
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of the leaf petioles, right down to the rhizome, which may be 
partially covered with leaf litter.  Not at every twin leaf, but not 
uncommonly, lying there prostate on the ground, is the fuzzy 
flower.  The blossom is cup-shaped, three-quarters of an inch 
long, with thin, often recurved, pointy projections off the tip 
of each of the three petals forming the cup.  The outside of the 
flower is brownish-purple, and the inside of the cup has a lighter-
colored lining sectioned off with streaks of that same brownish-
purple.  If you get real close, you might be able to detect, above 
the background odor of the ground, a faint aroma of rotting flesh 
emanating from this little flower.

The genus name for Wild Ginger,  Asarum, has Greek origins 
and refers to a “shelter.”  Indeed the flower is sheltered from a 
view from above.  This invisibility, and that distinctive odor of 
the blossom, should be a clue as to what pollinates the flowers 
of Wild Ginger.  Flowers like these are not pollinated by bees, 
but by flies and beetles, drawn to the scent of rotting flesh.  Not 
uncommonly you will find a small swarm of midges sheltering 
from their predators under the Wild Ginger leaves.  Many species 
of beetles roam the forest floor and can find Wild Ginger’s smelly 
flowers, which are well adapted to pollination by these insects.     

Once fertilized, the seeds of Wild Ginger develop an impervious 
coat. Then the plant surrounds this coat with a sticky substance 
rich in proteins and lipids, a structure known as an elaiosome.  
Other vernal wild flowers like Trillium also form elaiosome 
coated seeds.  These seeds are a favorite of ants, which pick 
them up and carry them to their underground burrows as food.  In 
their chambers, the ants eat the fleshy elaiosome, but are unable 
to penetrate the hard seed coat.  At that point, sister ants, whose 
function is to tidy up the colony, carry the seeds to the colonial 
trash heap, inadvertently planting them.  After a winter of cold, 
and soaking rains in spring, the seeds germinate, many close 
together, accounting for the clusters of Wild Ginger plants we see 
along the trail.   

A Naturalist's View
Story and Photos by D. Randy Weidner

Spring at last.  An opportunity to hit the trail and experience 
awakening Nature.  On every stretch of our Finger Lakes Trail 
there are vernal changes filling your senses.  The air is warmer, and 
periodic showers fill the air with petrichor, that satisfying earthy 
smell that lingers a while after a rain.  The warmer atmosphere 
also allows the songs of frogs and birds to travel farther, to the 
delight of all who listen.  And the green is back, every day more 
and more, starting on the ground in moss, and spreading into 
herbaceous plants long before reaching the treetops.  

And oh, those spring flowers, surely delights for eyes long tired 
of browns and grays, or the overwhelming white of snow.  Of 
all the delights of spring, it is hard to beat the allure of vernal 
flowers.  Trilliums and Mayapples, large and gaudy are hard to 
miss.  Hepatica, Spring Beauty, and Anemones, subtler, but easily 
seen.  These flowers insert themselves into your visual attention 
by contrasting boldly with their green leafy parts.

But let me also draw your attention to another common spring 
flower that purposely hides under its bright green leaves, the Wild 
Ginger (Asarum canadense).  From the height of a hiker, you will 
almost never see the flower of Wild Ginger.  But that does not 
mean they are hard to notice.  Unlike some of the other vernal 
flowers mentioned, you will never find Wild Ginger standing 
alone.  These plants are gregarious, often spread out along the 
trail edge, or as a noticeable, irregular patch of deep green on the 
shady forest floor.  The 3-4 inch-diameter twin leaves of each 
Wild Ginger are distinctly heart-shaped, and rise from a branching 
rhizome on 4–5-inch pubescent petioles to orient horizontally 
over the ground, almost appearing like a terrestrial bed of little 
lily pads, leaf edges touching one another.  These green patches 
might be just a blur to those power hikers, but the more deliberate 
among us will surely notice the patch of distinctive green leaves.

Now you must stop, and get down to ground level.  Carefully 
spread open the leafy canopy and look at the V-shaped junctions 

Wild Ginger Blossom

Wild Ginger Blossoms
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We all recognize “ginger” as a culinary spice.  That spice is the ground 
rhizome of the cultivated Asian Ginger plant (Zingiber officinale).  
If you take your pocket knife, and cut a small section from our Wild 
Ginger’s rhizome, then scrape it with the knife blade and take a sniff, 
you will get the unmistakable aroma of ginger.  If you try this, please 
take just a little, as all our wildflowers are precious.  Early European 
settlers candied pieces of Wild Ginger rhizomes as a treat, or boiled 
them in sugar as a syrup for pancakes.  Native Americans used wild 
Ginger as a medicinal plant, finding it useful in gynecological maladies, 
and as a wound dressing.  It was reported that while on the Corps of 
Discovery Expedition, Merriweather Lewis suffered a wound which 
was dressed with a poultice of Wild Ginger, and the wound healed 
nicely.  Today we know that Wild Ginger does contain aristolochic 
acid, a toxic organic compound, that is a known carcinogen and can 
cause renal failure, so consumption of Wild Ginger is not advisable.

This spring as you hike the Finger Lakes Trail, among the obvious 
blooms you stop to admire, look for those clusters of Wild Ginger 
leaves.  Pause on your journey, stoop down, part the leaves and look 
for the odd little purplish flower.  Maybe cut and sniff a section of 
rhizome.  And then reflect on Wild Ginger’s place in the forest, its 
interconnections with its insect pollinators and ant farmers, and revel 
in your expanded understanding of this fascinating relationship.       

Wild Ginger Leaves

WE DO!

Lisa Barrett happened to see this wonderful wind-whipped ice on a 
blazed post, so took a quick picture with her camera, with no thought 
as to resolution.  As you can probably see, the picture could be better, 
especially if we could enlarge it.  We cannot, because it was taken at 
very low resolution.  Lisa is that rare person who could still find her 
instruction booklet that came with the camera, so learned later how to 
reset her resolution, but of course the rime ice was gone even the next 
day.

So this illustration is not used to 
embarrass Lisa, but to remind all 
of you who tote cameras of any 
kind to learn just enough about 
them so that you don't blow a 
great shot.  Nor is it a good econ-
omy to take most of your pic-
tures at very low resolutions.  A 
photo card for my camera costs 
$8-something, and gives me well 
over a thousand pictures of ap-
proximately 4000 x 3000 pixels, 
which is big enough for one of 
our covers, which require a lot of 
pixels.

Editor Irene the Nag, Nag, Nag

Rime ice on a blazed fence post along a hayfield on Map M20, just 
east of Interstate 81 mid-state.

SO WHO CARES ABOUT 
PHOTO RESOLUTION?
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A Growing Partnership
Christy Post

near the Brewery, and since August we’ve 
been co-hosting “Hike/Bike and Happy 
Hour” events nearly every month. Through 
these events and activities, FLTC and SBC 
members have begun to intermingle, and 
our memberships have each grown thanks 
to the other. 

In August, SBC launched their Trail Town 
Hazy Pale Ale and committed to donating 
a portion of the proceeds of each Trail 
Town 4 pack as well as $1 per pint of Trail 
Town during our “Hike and Happy Hour” 
events to the FLT. In just a few months 
SBC has generously donated nearly $1000 
from these sales. You can also get limited 
edition co-branded SBC/FLT merchandise 
like sweatshirts, t-shirts and hats at the 
Brewery, and a portion of that purchase 
will also be donated to the FLT. 

“Finger Lakes Trail Town Hazy Pale 
Ale has been incredibly well received 
and supported by the community. The 
partnership with FLTC and the Trail 
Town Hazy Pale Ale brand has grown 
significantly in year one and we’re looking 
forward to watching it grow even more,” 
says Chad Zimar, owner and Head Brewer 
at SBC. “Trail Town Hazy Pale Ale is 
being distributed from Western to Central 
N.Y. in small, independent bottle and can 
shops and will be sold in select Wegmans 
stores starting this spring. We hope this 
added exposure will drive more people to 
explore the FLT.”

Building on the success of our partnership 
so far, we are thrilled to announce that 
Steuben Brewing Company will be the 
host and venue for our 2021 Trail Days 
Celebration on June 5th.

Trail Days was first held at the Steuben 
County Fairgrounds in 2019 in partnership 
with the Steuben County Visitors Bureau. 
The event was not held in 2020, and 
while many things are still uncertain due 
to the coronavirus, SBC and the FLTC 
are confident that we will be able to hold 
an outdoor event in June that is safe, 
community focused, and a lot of fun. 

Our plans include guided hikes and bike 
rides around scenic Hammondsport, with 

Steuben Brewing Company is a brewer-owned New York State Farm Brewery located 
in Hammondsport. Since 2014 they have been sourcing the best local ingredients and 
fostering relationships with the farmers who grow their grain and hops, focusing their 
efforts on their small and vibrant farm brewery to provide guests with the most fresh 
and expressive beer possible. 

Steuben Brewing Company also seeks to provide their customers with a sense of 
community. To that end, they host a number of clubs and maintain membership rosters 
of individuals who are committed not just to the Brewery, but to the community the 
Brewery has built. 

In the last year, Steuben Brewing Company (SBC) and the Finger Lakes Trail 
Conference have been cultivating a very special partnership. SBC is one of our newest 
Trail Maintainers, since they adopted the June Bug and Triad Trail loop on Map M12 
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family-friendly activities like a rock wall and zip-lining back at 
the Brewery. We will invite vendors and sponsors to join us, and 
will offer a number of presentations on topics related to the great 
outdoors. We will honor and thank many FLTC supporters with 
special reception areas for members and donors, trail maintainers, 
and landowners. And there will of course be good food, AMAZING 
beverages, and live entertainment in the evening. We hope to 
engage our membership as well as outdoor enthusiasts from the 
entire region, and to introduce local residents to the many and 
varied outdoor resources in the area. 

Mark your calendar now for the 2021 Trail Days Celebration on 
June 5, and keep an eye out for our monthly Hike/Bike and Happy 
Hour events with Steuben Brewing Company. We hope you can 
join us. And you are always welcome at the Brewery. We hope 
you’ll give the Trail Towns Pale Ale a try. 

Interested in building a similar partnership with the Finger Lakes 
Trail Conference in your area? Contact our Director of Marketing and 
Communications Christy Post: cpost@fingerlakestrail.org. 
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Finger Lakes Trail's Christy Post, center, receives $720 check 
for sales of Trail Town Hazy Pale Ale for its first three months.  
On left is Blaine Mays, Operations and Marketing Manager; on 
right is Steuben Brewing owner Chad Zimar.

SAVE THE DATE!
2021 Trail Days Celebration

June 5, 2021 at Steuben Brewing Company
The Finger Lakes Trail Conference is re-inventing its Spring Weekend event, combining 
it with a revival of our annual Trail Days Celebration! Trail Days is a festival of all things 
outdoors. Join us for a day of hikes, bike rides, and fun, family-friendly activities at Steuben 
Brewing Company. Enjoy food and drinks in the afternoon and stay through the evening for 
free, live entertainment. All activities will be outdoors, and plenty of outdoor seating will be 

available at the Brewery. Visit our website for more information, coming soon! 

https://fingerlakestrail.org/whats-happening/hikes-events/

mailto:cpost@fingerlakestrail.org
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First Day Hikes on the FLT

Bowman Lake State Park: there were 33 hikers and at least 3 
dogs who joined this Bullthistle Club walk this morning. There 
were three groups, two of which did the Bowman / Kopac Loop, 
one clockwise and the other counterclockwise. The third group 
hiked the ski trails. 

At the start we first discovered snow fleas, but throughout the 
hike there were many wildlife tracks including some impressive 
fisher tracks. We stopped at the Passport Station where a couple 
of hikers got their first rubbings. Giant hemlock and cherry trees 
were like columns on our path. There were many spots where the 
deer pawed through looking for ground cover to eat. 

The considerable amount of snow in the woods made it 
difficult negotiating some obstacles and balancing on the 
puncheons. Thanks for the bridge repair crossing the Bowman 
Creek on the FLT section! 

The Kopac Loop was about 3.3 miles and it took about 1hr 49 
min +10 min for stops.

-Steve Ellsworth
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The Bullthistlers’ First Day hike at Rogers Environmental 
Center had 11 hikers. We hiked the Farm Tower, Pine Ridge, 
and Spruce Ridge Trails. We stopped to take in the great view 
from the tower. We also stopped at the weather station, which 
I had never seen before. Go to http://www.nysmesonet.org/
mesonow#network=nysm&stid=sher to get the weather report 
from that station. We also discussed the American Chestnut trees 
that are newly planted as part of a project from the American 
Chestnut organization that is working to save the trees and get rid 
of the disease that is killing them all.

We saw lots of animal tracks in the snow. Small canine tracks, 
possible coyote or fox. We also saw tracks we believe were 
opossum. We hiked approximately 2 miles. We handed out DEC 
gloves, first day hike buttons, Passport booklets, Bullthistle Club 
and FLT information.

-Peg Fuller

The First Day of 2021 had 10 hikers on the third Bullthistle Club 
Hike on the Norwich Greenway North. We covered 2.8 miles 
in 2.3 hours for a speed of 1.2 miles per hour. We parked in 
the lot on River Street by the Rexford Street bridge and hiked 
westerly on Rexford, then northerly on the former O&W railbed 
to the Greenway. We then hiked to the DL&W railroad bridge and 
backtracked, with a few shorter trails, to our cars.

-Don Windsor

Nice idea!  Several FLT 
groups conducted hikes 
on January 1st, apparently 
catching the bug from the 
state’s First Day Hikes 
in both State Parks and 
State Forests.  Some years 
Parks has given out really 
nice mufflers on that 
day, while this year the 
DEC won our hearts with 
gloves.  Me, I was on the 
Genesee Valley Greenway 
south of Rochester, where 
there were Greenway 
walks in Scottsville, Avon, 
Hinsdale, and Cuba, 
none of them guided 
hikes this year, in order to 
keep groups more widely 
separated.   Editor

Bridges on the FLT within Bowman Lake 
State Park.
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And then on Map M12 north of 
Bath…

Deb Nero, her 3 dogs, and 9 
other hikers hiked the beauti-
ful 4.2 mile long Peaceweavers 
Loop on the Finger Lakes Trail 
(map M12 access 2-access 4+) 
on Friday, Jan 1, 2021. The 
weather was great for a hike. 
We had some ice, minimal 
snow and a terrific view from 
the top of the Peaceweavers’ 
Sanctuary! The picture with 
the view is from a previous 
hike in November 2018, while 
the group photo includes this 
year’s First Day hikers.

Georgeanne Vyverberg Retires as FLTC Archivist
Pat Monahan
Did you ever need to know some obscure fact about the FLTC?  Did 
you wonder who led the county hike series 15 years ago?  Georgeanne 
Vyverberg was the person to ask as the FLTC Archivist.  She did not 
know all of the answers but she could find them in our archives or early 
on in a stack of papers located in a wall of boxes at the FTLC Office.  
She won’t be doing that any more, at least not officially.  The Board 
of Managers accepted Georgeanne’s “retirement” as archivist, with 
regrets, at the January 27 Board meeting.  Georgeanne managed the 
documents that keep the rich history of the FLTC alive. She oversaw 
the transfer of boxes filled with knowledge and information from the 
Naples Library to a more secure and climate controlled environment 
at the SUNY Geneseo Milne Library six years ago.  On behalf of 
the FLTC and all those inquisitive minds who just needed to know 
something over the years, we say THANK YOU, GEORGEANNE! 
We appreciate your service so very much. 

Help wanted:  FLTC Archivist

Are you passionate about and love to hunt for the details 
in our history?  Do you want to become part of the FLTC 
Volunteer Community? We need you!  Our archives are 
stored at SUNY Geneseo Library.  You must be willing 
to access the campus library as needed. You may have 
institutional knowledge and more about the FLTC.  It is 
not required but helpful.  You must be organized to add or 
delete objects to or from the collection, as well as be very 
organized to use the current filing system to locate items 
in the collection.  If you or someone you know might be 
interested please contact info@FingerLakesTrail.org or 
call (585) 658-9320. 

mailto:info@FingerLakesTrail.org


Annual Fund Donations and Membership Dues
We are deeply grateful to the many individuals, businesses, clubs, and foundations who support 
the Finger Lakes Trail through donations and membership dues. Your contributions provide critical 
funding for trail work and construction projects, for our trail maps and member communications, 
and for the small staff who work to promote and enhance the FLTC. Your gifts help to strengthen our 
growing trail community, and to strengthen the trail itself. 

The following lists include your combined donations and membership dues. Thank you for your 
support of the Finger Lakes Trail Conference!

2020 Members and Donors

Mark Abbey
Yolanda Adrean
Lynn Andersen
Paige Anderson
John M. & Luanne Andersson
Tori Andruczyk
Anonymous
Phil Antweiler
David Arkin
Kevin Armstrong
Roger & Dawn Ashworth
Gwendolyn Baker
Juanita Ball
Larry & June Bates
Marilyn Beckley

Thomas R. & Mary Lou Belasky
Allan R. & Jean M. Berry
Teresa D. & Maxwell E. Blenis
Larry & Susan Blumberg
Debra & Joe Borer
Greg Boyer
Dan & Diane Bradshaw
Brendan &  Mary Brady
Richard Breslin
Dave & Carol Burnett
Mary Callaway
Christine & Timothy Camann
Ramona Capenhurst
John Clancy
Lonnie & Suzanne Clar
James Clark
Melissa Cohen
Margaret Coleman
Peter Collinge
Cate Concannon
William Coppard
Henry Crans
Carolyn Crump
Charles Culp
Mark Dallara
Davidson Shoes Inc
William & Terri Dempski
Teresa Desantis
Candy & Bob Dietrich
Marita Kelley-Dimon & Ken Dimon
Richard DuBois
Eric Elder
Marjorie and Stephen Elder
Steve & Karen Ellsworth
David & Sue Elwyn
Tonya Engst
Wes Ernsberger
Robert Fallon
John Feenaughty
David Fergusson
Theresa Fondoules
Stephen Freedhoff
Rich & Sue Freeman
Richard Frio
Garrett Piech & Julie Fromer
Peg & Michael Fuller
Elizabeth Garry
Frederick Getz
James Beardsley & Ellen Gibson
Gladys Gifford
Lynn Vacanti and John Gilroy
Tina Gohar
Gwen Gottschall
Peter Gradoni
June Granz
Anne Green
Ellen Griffin
David M. Gwinn, MD
Chris & Colleen Gyr
Robert Halpin
Carole & Mark Hansen
Jennifer Rebecca Hargrave
Althea Heider
Richard Heinrich
Anne Hersh
John Santelli & Jennifer Hirsch
William C. & Mary Jane Holmes
Mark Hopkins
Chris Hotchkiss
J. Perry & Dorothy Howland

Trail Blazer $100 - $249

Catharine Ackerson
Anonymous
Tom Babcock
Roger S. & Whitney Bagnall
Jon & Kathy Bowen
Tessa Careaga
William S. & Mary Coffin
Joe Dabes
Sue DeGeorge
Ruth & Daniel Dorrough
Eric Eagan
Roger & Ruth Hopkins
Penelope Wickham and Tom Kather
John Kiczek
Steve Shaum & Nancy Kleinrock
David Newlun
David & Laurel Newman
Thomas Reimers
Sigi Schwinge
Chris Proulx & Varya Siegel
Jacqui Wensich
Betty Lewis Environmental Charitable
Bobolink Hill Fund 
Corning Incorporated Human Resources
Finger Lakes Runners Club 
North Country Trail Assoc. 
Red Newt Racing 
Twisted Branch 

Trail Patron $1000+

Richard Allen
Scott Andrus
Anonymous
Joseph Baldino
Sandy & Bill Ballard
Bill Bancroft
Robert Betzler
Willson Cummer & Michelle Breidenbach
Kevin Breiner
Willson Cummer
Joseph Donovan
Mike & Jan Douglass
Gail & William Ellsworth
Donna Flood
Sharon L. & William A. Galbraith
Bud & Nancy Gearhart
Karen Goodman
Robert Kremens
Margie Lawlor
Mary Leary
Kevin Leberth
Barbara Lobb
Patricia Mangarelli
Ken & Lindsay Morgan
John V. Nelson
Pamela Peterman
Jeffrey Poulin
John Schmitt
Myra Shulman
Mark Spezzano
Irene Szabo
John Townsend
Charles & Mary Jane Uttech
Robert Wild
ADK Onondaga Chapter Kathy Disque
DMYLES, INC 
Paypal Charitable Giving Fund 

Trail Guide $500 - $999

RunSignUp 
Steuben Brewing Company 
Yunis Realty, Inc. Charitable Fund 

Brett Ahrens
Anonymous
Carl (Skip) Battaglia & Virgina Bachelor
Gene & Liz Bavis
Judith Bennett
Dave & Joanna Bock
Gary Brouse
Christine DeSocio-Burns & Bob Burns
Lori Chiarilli
Jenine Cleary
Donna J. & Bruce Coon
Linda L. & Barry Cruttendon
Carl Daiker
Steven & Susan Eisinger
Theresa & Jay Evans
Lucy Gagliardo
Paul & Kathy Good
Sally Hardenburg
Sheila Hess
Timothy Kasser
Nathan Kiel
David & Marjory Lee
Gary Mallow
Ralph & Joan Merzbach
Ronald W. & Barbara Navik
Debra Nero
Francis Rees
David Rossiter
David & Susan Ruppert
Ellen Shaw-Maceko
Ronald & Linda Smarsh
Sarah & Charles Stackhouse
Maura Sullivan
Paul Thomas
William Thompson
Kathryn Tunkel
Dr. Gerald & Mrs. Susan Vukman
Scott Wilkerson
Quinn & Jewell Wright
Dan Young
Ellen & Neal Zaslaw
3D Development Group LLC 
Hardinge inc. 
Lakeland Rovers Outing Club 
Network  For Good 
Phelpsview Dairy 

Trail Builder $250 - $499

Virginia Illi
Leslie & Anthony Jefferson
Rita Jensen
Douglas & MaryAnne Jones
Keith Jones
William Jones
Lois Judd
Mary Keller
William A. & Carol F. Klepack
Brian Klotz
Irene Komor
Keith & Bonnie Krabill
George Krueger
Robert LaBelle
Anders Larson
Randy Lehman
Laura Leso
David & Cynthia Lewis
Lawrence Liberty
Richard Lightcap
Edwin Lindskoog
David Longhini
Gregory & Angela Longwell
James Loomis
Ralph Lynn
Beverly Lyon
Barbara Malecki
Steve Markel
Patricia Martin
Stephen Martonosi
Marc Mason
Lucy McCabe
Pamela McCarrick
Matthew McCarty
Jill McConnell
Terry McConnell
Janet McCue
Philip & Mary Lu McPheron
Kim & Terry Meacham
Alan Midura
Daniel Mills
Todd Miner
Rose Mishrell
Barney Molldrem
Jennifer Morris
Clyde Morrison
Paul & Betsy Morss
Jane Mt.Pleasant
Jim & Helen Mullen
Richard Myers
Sheila & John Myers
David Nadeau
Glenn Nixon
Donna Noteware
Charles Nunn
Peter Nye
Patrick O'Mara
Richard Ortlepp
Richard & Pat Ortlepp
Kenneth Osika
Glenn & Patti Owens
Nicole Pane
Nancy Papish
Fred & Dionne Parker
Colin Parrish
Deborah Patterson
Bob Pattullo
Martha Pattullo
Cheryl Peluso
David & Erin Peppel

Alan Percy
George & Gretchen Perez
Dan Phillips
Mark Pincoski
Brian Porter
David Priester
Christine Principe
Colin & Amanda Pritchard
Tom Rice
Marc & Margaret Rixford
James Roberts
James Robinson
John Robortella
Carol Romeo
Neville W. Sachs
Philip Saunders
Robin Savard
Jennifer Schlick
Jennifer & Robert Schlick
Brian & Pam Schu
Pam Schu
Joan Schumaker
Stuart Schweizer
Dr. Danny W. & Kristin Scott
Trudy Senesi
Jack Sexton
Gary & Mary Shaw
Steve Siegard
John Sirianni
John & Barbara Sirianni
John Slechta
Gary & Tracy Smith
Denise Snyder
John Spence
Sarah Spengler
Stephanie Spittal
Greg Stefl
Beth Stewart
Roger & Martha Stonerock
David B. & Grace Strong
Steven Stycos
Gabriel Sudduth
Donald & Beatrice Sutherland
Owen Taylor
Jackson 'Jet' & Shirley Thomas
Robert Thomas
Colleen Tonsend
Terry and Barbara Towner
James Traver
Gail Tremblay
James & Jane Trondsen
Christy Tyler
Kathleen Van Schaick
Paul Verklan
Paul & Barbara Verklan
Frank & Cindy Voelker
Bob & Sherry Volk
Gretchen Voss
Samuel Vrooman
Edward Walsh
Cory Ward
Blaine & Kitty Warner
Angus & Anne Watking
Scott Weissmann
Karen Welch
Sharon Wheat
Don Whitney
Timothy & Nancey Wilbur
David Williamson
Terrence & Barbara Woodworth

Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of our 
donor and member lists. We migrated to a newly developed 
database this year. We have worked hard to ensure that our 
information is correct, and extend apologies in advance 
for any errors or omissions in our lists. Please bring any 
errors you may find to our attention so that we can correct 
our records. Thank you for your understanding. Donor and 
member lists include contributions made between January 1, 
2020 and December 31, 2020. 



Jay Abercrombie
Timothy Ace
Susan Acker
Catharine Ackerson & Susan Illis
Michael Ackroyd
Barbara Adams
Bryant Adams
Richard Adams
Robb Adams
Nick Ahearn
Doug Ahlsen
Lance Alexander
Carolee Ali
Larry Allen
Rev. Dr. William A. & Kristen Allen
Erwin Allmann
Karen Alpha
Marie Altenau
Catherine Beth Altmann
Anne Altshuler
Donald Ames
Lesta Ammons
Eileen Anderson
Sharon Anderson
Steve & Margaret Anderson
Joe Andrews
Richard Andrulis
Anonymous
Elizabeth Antczak
Alexander Arcese
Lori Arigo
Sophia Armstead
Brian Armstrong
Jim Armstrong
Mike Armstrong
Richard Armstrong
Samuel Arnold
Arnold Aronson
Christopher Asbury
David Auer
Joseph & Christine Auria
Marcia Austin
Jay Avery
Margaret Baackes
Jeff Babbitt
Jonathan Babcock
Donna Badolato
Scott Bahantka
Bryan Bailey
Jonathan Bailey
Alison Baker
Dan Balkin
Sharleen Ball
Ellen Banks
Herbert Barber
Michelle Barczak
Patrick Barczys
Jerianne Barnes
Lisa Barrett
Thomas Barron
Rusty Bartels
Michael Bartolomeo
Robert and Shirley Barton
Arthur Bates
Ken Bates
Carol Baum
Ann Bayley
Celia Beach
Dave Beach
Diana Bean
Lyman Beecher
Lyman & C. Nell Beecher
Robert  A. Bell

Steven Bender
Alan Benedict
Kevin Benedict
Carol Benner
Marie Benner-Rhoades
Dawn Bennett
Megan Bennett
Jamey Bentley
Bob Berch
David M. Berg
Timothy Bergan
Donald Bergman
Marshall Bertram
Colleen Betrus
Todd Beverly
Paul Bianchi
Bakhtawer Bilal
Deborah Bilinski
Thane Bilodeau
Georgiana & Eugene Binder
Clay Birkett
Xak Bjerken
Stacey Black
Barbara & Richard Blass
Mary Blazey
Robert & Susan Bliven
Eric Bloomquist
Sara Bloxsom
Paul Bogausch
Rick Bonney
Marjorie Boone
Cindy Bosley
Sara Bothma
Michel Boudreau
Mark Bouton
Dick Bower
Vicki Bowes
David Bowman
Kelly Bowman
Robert Brashear
Erin Breiner
Matthew Brennan
Lori Brewer
Catherine Brewster
James Brigden
Eva Briggs
Nicole Briggs
Charles and Cathy Brink
David Brittain
David Broach
Nancy Bronstein
Julie Brooks
Scott Brooks
Stephen Brooks
Ernest (Bill) & Anna Brosseau
Jessica Brown
John T. Brown
Molly Brown
Tom & Michele Bryden
Annette Brzezicki
Joyce Bufano
James Burdick
Marilyn Burgio
Peter Burnett
Tim Burrows
Kelley Burt
Dan Bushnell
Todd Butler
Tom Byers
Marne Einarson and Ted Caldwell
Linda Calvin
Kim Cameron
Karen Campbell
Deirdre Cannon
Eva Capobianco
Kenneth Carlson
Christopher Carlton
Brock Carmichael
Courtney Carter
John Carter
Amy Caslin
Alex Casucci
John Caterino
Kimberly Cawley
Chris Cecchettini
Elizabeth Cej

Gabriela Cestero
Bryan Chambala
Margit Chamberlain-Czebiniak
Geri Chapman
Rich Chapman
David Chapus
Thomas Charnock
Denise Charpentier
Karlen Chase
Jae Chatfield
Robert Chau
Timothy Chavers
Arlene Chisdak
Tim Church
Jean Cimorelli
Lonnie Clar
Guy Clark
Mark Clark
Joshua Clay
Robert Cleghorn
Kathleen Clerkin
Michael Clifford
Andrew Cloninger
Jacob Clyde
Sharon Coates
Daniel Cogan
Gabriel Cohen
Suzanne Cohen
Coleman Family
Robert Collins
Jonathan Comstock
Barry Conant
David Conklin
Debra Connell
Patrick Connolly
Andrew Converse
Bill Cooke
John Cooley
Rita Coon
Russell Cornwell
Patrick Cosmano
Caleb Cotter
James Couillard
Steuben County
Marieanne Coursen
Jessie Cramer
Heather Crimmins
Ian Cropp
Mary Lee Crosby
Dale Crumb
Carol Cunningham
Mike Cunningham
Sean Cunningham
Peter Dady
George Dale
Elaine Dalrymple
Sheryl Dalton
Michael Daly
Jeff & Deana Darling
Thomas Dasson
Jonathan Davies
Gail & Jim Davis
Hannah Davis
Stacie Davis
Keith Day
William Day
Alyssa Dean
David Dean
Kevin Dean
Marion Deats
Stephen & Jeanette Decker
Melissa Deckman
Amy Degro
David DeLeon
Cora Demler
Christopher Demong
Andrew Derby
Joshua & Krystal Dern
Christine DeSocio
Mark Deuble
James Devona
Robert Dibble
Kate Dickin
Roger Dickson
Samuel DiFranco
Donna & Tom Dinse

Kathleen Disque
Sharon Dittman
Frederick & Cynthia Dlugos
Karen Doherty
Timothy Domanski
Josephine Dombeck
Michael Donahue
Lee Douglas
Elizabeth Downie
Kirk Doyle
Kristina Doyle
Theresa Draves
Tom Duddy
Eric Durka
Anne Dwyer
Jennifer Dydo-Spencer
Carlton Dykes
Al Eaton
Justin Eberlin
David Eddy
Brad Edmondson
Megan Ehrhart
Kathleen Eisele
Katy Elder
Rachel Elder
John Eldred
Michael Elio
Terri Elliot
Kathleen Elliott-Birdsall
Steve Ellsworth
Robert Emerson
Thomas Ensman
Erin Epperly
Jennifer Epps
Barry Erickson
Peter Erickson
Dan Ermer
Joyce Ermer
Joyce and Mike Ermer
John Ernst
Beth Erviti
Judy Erwin
Denise Eshenaur
Cecelia Fabrizio
Joanne Facci
Eileen Fairbrother
Diane Farnham
Jane Farrell
Kevin Farrell
Scott Feger
Dennis Ferlito
Heather Ferrara
Mark Field
Suzanne Fillippi
Dolores Finley
Ryan Finnigan
Arnie Fisher
Elizabeth Fisher-York
Kathy Same & Sarah Fitzpatrick
Lynne Loomis Fitzpatrick
Jody Fleischer
Peter Fleszar
Dan Fletcher
Heather Fletcher
Ronald Fleury
James Flint
Jerry Flowers
Thomas Flynn
Kathleen Foote
Raymond Fornarola
Lynne Forsberg
Jim Foster
George Fraley
Joan & Fred Franke
Donna Frantz
Brian Fraser
kristine Fredrick
Urs Frei
Trish Fries
William Fry
Ann Furze
Paul L & Theresa V Gaeta
Beth Gajewski
Joseph Gallo
Sheryl Galutia
Cee Garcia

Paul Gardner
Lucy Garrison
Stephen Garty
Patricia Gatto-Chinery
Douglas Gausman
Scott Geiger
Thomas Genese
Jerome Gentry
John Ghidiu
James Gibson
Timothy Giglio
Jennifer Gilbert
Robert Gilbert
Thomas Gilbert
Thomas Gillies
Matthew Glenn
David Gnage
David Gohn
Todd Goho
Martine Gold
Ronnie & Morton Goldberg
Ixsa Gollihur
Nicholas Good
Catherine Goodwin
Peter & June Gordon
Jennifer Grande
David Grant
Joel Grapentine
Cynthia Gray
Jeremy Green
Charles Greene
John Greene
Gretchen Gretsky
Richard Griffith
Paul Grim
Ben Grodner
Rick Grossman
Peter Grunder
Mary Guido
John Gundrum
Austin Haas
Barbara Hackett
Pete Hagmire
James Halling
Yvonne Hallstead
Dudley Halstead
Lisa Halstead
Edward Hamlin
Ronald Hand
Steven Haney
Janis Hansen
Kathy Harasta
Kip Hargrave
Kip & Terri Hargrave
Richard Harper
Yusuf Harper
Karen Harriell
Benjamin Harrington
Donald Harris
Russell Harris
David Harrison
David & Sylvia Harrison
Jared & Bonnie Harrison
Jon Harshbarger
Tom Hart
David & Donna Hartley
Tom Harvey
Lee & Brenda Haskins
Roger Haskins
Michelle Hatch
Tyler Hathaway
Aaron Havill
Donna Hawkes
Denise Hayden
Timothy Hayden
Michael Heckathorn
Charles Heckler
David Heinsler
James Heliotis
Lawrence Hellwitz
Chris Helmes
Julie Hengenius
Alan Herdzik
Robert Herman
Marcia Herrick
Mark Hersee

Peter Wybron
Jim York
Richard Zmuda
Mary Zuk-Domanski
Amazon Smile 
Andrea Constanza/Costanza Family Fdn.
Bath Veterinary Hospital 
Catholic Charities of Steuben County 
FLT Bullthistle Hikers Club 
Johnson & Johnson Matching Gift Program

Pathfinder Up to $100



Peter Knauerhase
Grigory Kolesov
Mark Komosinski
Kristin Konchar-Schafer
Denise Konieczko
David Koop
Russell & Vicki Kopylczak
David Kotok
Thomas & Shirley Kowalik
Raymond Kozloski
Kay Kraatz
Bree Kramer
Jon Kreckman
Barbara Kreiley
Cheryl Kreindler
Kara Kryszczuk
Mary Krywe
Ruth Kuhfahl
Amy Lachuk
Thomas Lafalce
James LaJeunesse
Beth Lalonde
Robert LaMantia
Laura Lamash
Hilary Lambert
Karen Landon
Sarah Lane-Ayers
Marie Langlois
Susette Langston
Jill Lapham
Bruce LaPlant
Julia Lapp
James & Pamela Larnard
Filipppo LaRosa
Melinda Larson
Christina Lawes
Claudia Lawler
Pauline Lawless
Jarius Lawrence
Curtis Lawson
Cody Leach
Diane Lebo Wallace
Blake Lee
Michael Lee
Miriam Lerner
Kenneth Lewaine
Deborah Lewis
Kim Lewis
Marnie Lewis
Timothy & Katherine Lewis
Curtis Lindahl
Sue Little
Diana Liu
Mary Lobb
Greg Loeb
Tim Logue
Eileen Loh-Fontier
Dan Lombardo
Ray Long
Dan Lopata
Nancy Lorr
Serge Lossa
Donald Lowe
Susan Lubelski
Carl Luger
Jeffrey Luke
Chris Luley
Lloyd Lunham
Kathleen Lynn
Peter Lyons
Mary MacDonald
Darlene MacDonnell
Brandon Macie
Jewel Mack
Scott MacPhail
Michael Madden
Richard Maggi
Kate Maginnity
Edward Mahoney
Carol Mallison
Francis Mallon
Sandra Manca
Abigail Mandris
Mark Mann
Mike Mann
Lisa Mansback

Paul Manzari
Vincent Manzione
Tracy Marcellus
David Marchner
Barbara & Anthony Marino
Thomas & Kathy Markel
Tom Markel
Seth Markus
Heather Marquis
Diana Marsh
Edward Marshall
Jeffrey & Theresa Marshall
Stephanie Marshall
Brandon Marvin
Cynthia Massicci
Sharon Mattsson
Michael Maue
Amy McCabe
Donna McCabe
C. Thomas & Emily M. McCall
Merry McCall
Dee McCarthy
John & Irene MCCarty
Gary McCaslin
Diana McCloskey
Polley McClure
Michael McCue
Tim McDaniel
Roberta McDonald
Sarah McGowan
Tom McGraw
Jessica Mchugh
David McMillan
Lindsay McMillan
Gabriel McNaughton
Mychelle McNeil-Wedvik
Michael McQuade
Susan Mecjes
Mary Meeker
Renee Meeks
Lori Megivern
Robert Meiler
Alida Merill
Mary Ruth Merkel
J Tyson Merrill
Ryan Metz
Kim Metzgar
Elke Meyer
Robert Michiel
Cheryl Miller
James Miller
Janice Miller
Jim Miller
Joanne Miller
Sharon Miller
Joanna Minney
Mark Minton
Joyce Mitchell
Mark Mitchell
Kate Modzelewski
Adam Moffett
Skylar Moffett
Nick Monico
Jennifer Montgomery
Andrew Moon
Mark Moon
Jessica Moquin
Jean-Pierre Moreau
Ken Morgan
Lisa Morris
Barbara Morrisey
Patricia Morrow
Susanna Morrow
Jeff Morse
Jeffrey & Terry Morse
Larry Moses
Robert Moses
Mike Mouillesseaux
Barbara Mucher
Teresa & Gregory Mueller
David & Janet Muir
Rich Mulye
David Mundie
Paul Murphy
Zachary Murphy
Joseph Murtagh

Jeffrey & Sally Musante
Anthony Muscarella
Krista Muscarella
Jennifer Mussell
Brad Myers
Carlie Myers
Michael Myers
Davies Nagel
Richard Natoli
Karen Navagh
Frederick Neebe
John Nesbitt
Paul Ness
Elizabeth Newell
Larry Newman
Roberta Newman
Mary Nichols
Wesley Nicoll
Mary Niemi
Mary Ann Nissley
Sara Nissley
Joanne Noack
Sue Nogaret
Virginia Nolan
Brett Nordman
Kim Norton
Wendell Norvell
Michael & Barbara Nussbaum
Thomas & Barbara O'Brien
Lisa O'Connor
Daniel O'Shea
Thomas OConnor
Rachel Odhner
Michael Ofsowitz
Michael Ogden
Jeffrey Oliveri
John & Catherine Olmstead
Laurie Ondrejka
Mark ONeil
James Orefice
Anthony & Nancy Orsini
John Orsini
John Ortner
Diana Ozolins
Michael II Page
Tom Palmer
Timothy Panus
Loomis & Carol Pardee
Samuel Parker
Bryce Parrish
Phillip Passmore
Cindy Patrum
Amanda Pearl
Sherry Pease
Matthew Peckham
Walter & Nancy Peek
Sharon Peet
Andrew Peifer
Teresa Pelton
Hillary Perez
Joel Perkins
Dennis Permoda
Geoff Peters
Dennis Petraske
Annika Pettitt
Autumn Pfister
Maggie Phelps
Alison Phillips
Gerald  (Gus) Phillips
Karen Piccola
Heather Pickard
Garrett Piech
David Pierce
Jamey Pierson
Jeanne Pigage
Amanda Piha
Veronica Pillar
Joseph Platzer
Joan Poltenson
Bruce Popper
Christy Post
Marc Potzler
Eileen Powell
Willa Powell
Gary Preece
Amanda Pritchard

Steve Pyle
Randi Quackenbush
Allen Quirk
Isabel Rachlin
Jack Radzik
Sharon Rafael
Joan Ragland
Louise Raimondo
Mark & Sally Ramsden
Chris Ransdell
Robin Raphael
David Rassler
Brad Rauch
Andrew Raus
Sharon Ray
Karen Rebis
Lisa Redenback
Robert Reeves
Victor Regenbogen
John Reighn
Tracy Rericha
Christine Reynolds
David Reynolds
Kathleen Rhodes-Riker
Rebecca Ribeiro
Dorothy Rice
Stacey Rice
Robert Richer
Thomas Riley
Cynthia Ripple
Gerry Rising
Roberto Rivera
Marc Rixford
Anne Roberts
Jeffrey Roberts
Randall Roberts
Tamara Roberts
Lisa Robertson
Blake Robinson
Daniel Rodriguez
Richard & Deborah Rogler
Claire Roman
Michael J. & Kelley Romano
Matt Rose
Terri Rosen
Marty Rosensweig
Valerie Ross
Ross Family
Heidi Rothfuss
Margaret Rourke
John Rozbicki
Peter Rulison
Debra Ruski
Jean Russ
Timothy Russell
Martin & Donna Ruszaj
Jeffrey Ryan
Albert Ryder
David Sadler
Michael Sajdak
Anne Salisbury
Eric Sandsted
Jeff Saracco
John Scales
Christopher Schaeffer
Annette Schaff
Judy Schaner
Steve Scheidweiler
Mike Schlicht
Mary Schmelzer
Robert Schneider
Robert Schooley
Raymond Schrader
Jack Schroeder
Revs. Leroy & Helen Schultz
Steven Schultz
Jeffrey Schumacher
John Schupp
Karl Schwesinger
Sigi Schwinge
Sciarabba Family
John Scollan
Elaine Scott
Shannon Scutari
Terri Seager
Kirstjan Seago

Anne Hersh
David Hessler
Carol Heydt
Teresa Birdie High
Malinda Hilyard
Ronald Hitt
Susan & Michael Hoag
Joyce Hodgson
Claire Holler
John Hollopeter
David Holmes
Judy Holmes
Terence Holt
Wanda Holub
Michael Hopkins
Joe Houck
Doris Houghton
Kirk House
Heather Housekeeper
Gregory Housel
Kevin Housel
Laura Howard
Benjamin Howland
John Hryvniak
Jane Huffman
Sean Huggins
James Hughes
James & Carol Hughes
Rob Hughes
Frank Hughto-Delzer
Alissa Hull
Terri Hunold
Debbie Hunt
Heather & David Hunter
Eric Huppert
Mahlon & Eleanor Hurst
Robert Husband
Isaac Hutton
Edna Hyer
Marie Inglee
Amber Inglis
Kelly Ireland
Jody Isaacson
Peggy Jacobs
Christopher Jacobus
Ronald Jamerson
David Jaynes
David Jehle
Leona Jensen
Warren Johnsen
Deb Johnson
Gary Johnson
Gary & Ann Johnson
Margaret Johnson
Paul Johnson
Todd Johnson
William Joint
Karl Jones
Jim Jurista
Lois Justice
Jon A. Kapecki
Laurie Karall Moon
Katherine Karlson
Alfred Karney
John Kastner
Dwight Kauppi
Jonathan Kaye
Ingrid Keenan
Gunther & Geraldine Keil
Aaron Keller
Mary Keller
Kathleen Kelley-Mackenzie
John Kelly
Mary Kelly
Lisa Kenney
Jake Kern
Sherry Kessler
Al Kidd
Susan Kieren
Jeremy Killingbeck
Jean King
Cynthia Kinsland
Brian Kirk
Josephine Kish
Karen Klemmer
Keith Klug
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Terry Searles
Jessica Seem
Greta Selin-Love
Scott Sellers
Sharon Senefelder
Shaun Sensiba
Peter Shambo
Sarah Shank
Rachael Shapiro
Norman Sharman
Mark Sharrer
Gary L. & Mary Shaw
Ellie Sherman
Anthony Shideler
Saira Siddiqui
David Silberstein
Christi Silliman
Jason Silvis
John Simmons
Chad Simpson
Jennifer Sims
Patti Singer
Diana Sinton
Peter Slothower
Carol O. Smith
Christine and Tim Smith
Daniel Smith
Deborah Smith
Kaylin Smith
Kirk Smith
Lowell Smith
Terry  & Carolyn Smith
Darress Snodgrass
Christopher Snow
Kim Snow
John Snyder
Keith Snyder
Dennis Solo
Mary Soto
Margaret Soulstein
Sharon Souter
Robert & Joyce Speicher
Caroline Spellman
Jesse Sperrick
Jeff & Jeannette Spicer
Sheila Squier

Darlene Squires
Dennis Stadelman
Kurt Stavenhagen
Robert L. Stear
Sara Stebbins
Debbie Stein
Royal Stellrecht
Wendy Stevenson
Laura Steves
Kelly Stewart
David Stickney
Leslie Stidham
Lynda Stidham
Peter Stiles
Jerome Stiller
Michael & Susan Stinson
Stephen Stirling
Steven & Susan Stork
Alison and Stephen Stout
Martin Stratton
Kristen Streahle
Jenn Suba
Oliver Sugarman
Ann Marie Sullivan
Daniel Sullivan
Sean Sullivan
Mark Sussman
Joanna Swanson
Dennis Swartwout
Stephen Swensen
Shannon Swingle
Kristen Sylvia
David Tanner
Ken Tanner
James Taylor
Mary Jean Taylor
RWW & Jo H. Taylor
Victoria Taylor
Thomas Tefft
Larry Telle
Karen Terech
Kenneth Terhune
Travis Thaine
Lynette Thelen
Bonnie & James Thies
William Thomas

Julie Thompson
Annette Tiberi
Don Tindall
Keith & Annette Toaspern
Roy Tocha
Theresa Tonozzi
Andrew Toukatly
Karen Tower
Damon Towner
Adrianne Traub
Lisa Treichler
Jane Trey
Melanie Trummer
Steven Tryon
Carolyn Tschanz
Kathryn Tsoukatos
Gary Tucker
Lowell & Kate Tuner
Tyson Turner
David & Ruth Tyler
Shawn Tysco
Joelle Underwood
Matthew Underwood
Patricia Urban
Christina Utter
Riley Vacinek
Mark Valites
Luanne Vallese
Amy Vallone
Saskya van Nouhuys
Krista VanDusen
Theodore Veit
Jamie Vigue
Gregory Vinal
Janice Vitek
David Volt
Scott Vonderheide
Georgeanne Vyverberg
Courtney Walczak
Patricia Walden
David Walker
Etta & Chuck Walker
Richard Wall
Maxwell Wallace
William Wallace
John Wallenhorst

Mary Walsh
Robert Walsh
Vivian Walsh
Barbara Walzer
Amber Warren
Frederick Warrender
Kerry Wasiura
Sarah Waters
Anne Watkins
Margaret Watrous
Virginia Watson
Carol Watts
John Watts
Calvin Weaver
Shereen Webb
John Weber
Kelly Webster
Matthew Weinrieb
David Weinstein
Lisa Weismiller
George Weiss
Jenna Lou Weitzel
Fran Wells
Gregory Wells
William Wells
David Welsh
Elizabeth Werlau
Andrew Westbrook
Melanie Weston
Jennifer Wilson & Joe Wethschyn
Peggy Whaley
Elizabeth Wheeler
Melissa & Gordon Wheeler
Melissa White
Nicole White
Nick Whitmer
James Whittemore
Bill Whyland
Wallace Wiegert
David & Linda Wiener
Linda Wieselquist
Aaron Wightman
Susan Wilkins
Tonia Williams
Channan Willner
Lawrence Willoughby

FLT MEMBERSHIP FORM
Name  _______________________________________________
Address  _______________________________________
City/State/Zip  ________________________________________
County_______ _____________ Phone (_____)___________
Email  _______________________________________________

Make check payable to the Finger Lakes Trail Conference
Mail to 6111 Visitor Center Rd., Mt. Morris, NY 14510 along with this form.
Annual dues (Membership year runs from April 1 to March 31. Dues paid 
after Dec. 31 will be applied to the next membership year.)

Pathfinder Memberships:   Sustaining Memberships: 
Youth (under 17)  $15  Trail Blazer $100-$249
Student (under 24) $15  Trail Builder $250-$499   
Limited Income  $30  Trail Guide $500-$999
Adult   $40  Trail Patron $1000 +
Family   $60   
Youth Organization $30  Lifetime (Individual) $600
     Lifetime (Family)  $900 

A subscription to the Finger Lakes Trail 
News magazine, printed four times per 
year.

A 20% discount on all items you 
purchase from the FLTC store (except 
memberships and donations).

One vote (two votes for Family mem-
berships) at membership meetings of 
the Finger Lakes Trail Conference.

A portion of your dues may be tax de-
ductible; consult your tax advisor.

The satisfaction of knowing that you 
are contributing to a magnificent recre-
ational legacy.

Membership Benefits
JOIN NOW

Adam Wilson
Amy Wilson
Jodie Wilson
Marguerite Wilson
Marilyn Wilson
Troy Winder
Aaron Windsor
Donald Windsor
David J. Wingrove
Dustin Winters
Stephen Witherow
Desiree Wlodarek
Jennifer Wojtylak
William Wolcott
Lawrence Wolfe
Colleen Wolpert
Christopher Wood
Mark Wood
Alexis Woodcock
Ian Woods
Jim Worthington
Matthew Yannie
Robert Yannotti
Zachary Yeaton
Eric Yetter
Neil Yoder
Sheila Yoensky
Nate Yost
Cristobal Young
David Young
Robert Younger
Robert Yousey
Charlene Zebley
Steve Zelazny
Martha Zettel
David Zimmer
Kathryn Zimmerman
Benevity Community Impact 
Fund 
Binghamton University Outdoor 
Pursuits 
BSA Troop 156 
Corning Inc. Foundation 
Datto Inc 
Girl Scout  Troop 30755 
Triple Cities Hiking Club 
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FOREVER SOCIETY

Brad & Lance Alexander 
John M. & Luanne Andersson
Anonymous 
Tom Babcock 
Roger S. & Whitney Bagnall
Gene & Liz Bavis 
Donald Beattie 
Stanley Benedict 
Dorothy & Howard Beye *
Sally Bialy 
Georgiana & Eugene Binder
Robert & Susan Bliven 
Harold Boyce *
Joe Dabes and Kathy Brennan
Richard Breslin 
Helen Brooks *
Dr. Betty Lewis *
John Joseph Cobb 
William S. & Mary Coffin 
Susan Collier 
Donna J. & Bruce Coon 
Joe Daley 
Phil Dankert 
Gail & William Ellsworth 
Theresa & Jay Evans 
F. Gregory Farnham 
Donna Flood 

The FLT’s Forever Society was founded with a gift of $1,250 from 
Ed Sidote on the occasion of his 90th Birthday. Ed challenged 
other leaders and members of the FLTC to match his contribution 
as a birthday gift to him, thus establishing the Sidote Stewardship 
Fund and the Forever Society. A group of 32 founding members 
accepted his challenge, and since then more than 50 individuals 
and organizations have joined their ranks. To date, the Sidote 
Stewardship Fund is valued around $1 million, which is designated 
for trail preservation and protection.  

Membership in the Forever Society and contributions to the Sidote 
Stewardship Fund represent the strongest possible support of our 
mission to “build, protect, enhance, and promote a continuous 
footpath across New York State for the enjoyment and health of 

Paul L & Theresa V Gaeta 
James Gagnon 
Roger & Ruth Hopkins 
Chris Hotchkiss 
Dick & Mary Jo Hubbard 
Sigrid & James Connors, Jr.
Lois Justice 
Steve Shaum & Nancy Kleinrock
Ruth Kuhfahl 
Kalista Lehrer *
Barbara Lobb 
Jarret Lobb *
Nancy Luger 
Margaret Markham *
David and Linda Marsh 
Kim & Terry Meacham 
Phillip & Tamira Metzger 
Pat & Mary Ellen Monahan 
David M. Gwinn & Gina  Nania
Ronald W. & Barbara Navik 
David Newlun 
David & Laurel Newman 
Nancy Papish 
Debra Nero and Colin Parrish
Marjorie Pierpont 
Anna Keeton & Michael "Bodhi" Rogers
John G. & Margaret Schmitt 

residents and visitors. Forever!” The Forever Society includes 
some of our most devoted supporters, and the Sidote Fund ensures 
that the trail will be preserved and protected in perpetuity.   

Membership in the Forever Society is open to anyone who pledges 
$1,250 or more and agrees to pay that pledge within a five year 
period. All funds are deposited into the Sidote Stewardship Fund. 
Members of the Forever Society are recognized at our annual Fall 
Weekend event and in FLT News. 

To become a member, contact Christy Post: cpost@
fingerlakestrail.org. You can make a gift of any size to the Sidote 
Stewardship Fund using the enclosed envelope or by visiting our 
website: https://fingerlakestrail.org/product/make-a-donation/ 

Paul Hoffman & Jane Schryver
Horst & Sigi Schwinge 
Kenneth Shaw 
Edward Sidote *
Stephanie Spittal 
Colleen Townsend & Harold Stapleton
Harmon Strong 
Irene Szabo 
Peter Collinge & Carol Thiel 
Mary Tuthill 
Sidney Tuthill *
Charles & Mary Jane Uttech 
Jacqueline VandenBerg *
Jacqui Wensich 
Timothy & Nancey Wilbur 
Rosa Wolfer *
Larry Lepak & Jennifer Woltjen
Quinn & Jewell Wright 
Peter Wybron 
Lynda Rummel & Rolf Zerges 
Mary Zuk-Domanski 
ADK Genesee Valley Chapter
Cayuga Trails Club  
Finger Lakes Runners Club
FLT Bullthistle Hikers Club  
North Country Trail Assoc.
Triple Cities Hiking Club  * Deceased

mailto:cpost@fingerlakestrail.org
mailto:cpost@fingerlakestrail.org
https://fingerlakestrail.org/product/make-a-donation/
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Answers to the Winter 2020
“Name That Map!” Quiz

Previous Location:

So, you hiked the FLT or parts of it. Let’s see how observant you were! 
Send your guess to: Jacqui at jwensich@rochester.rr.com

New Picture:
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Correctly identified the John Burroughs plaque at summit of 
Slide Mt. Eastern FLT Terminus.
Don Sutherland
Warren Johnsen
Terri and Bill Dempski
Ian Woods Pa

tti
 M

an
ga

re
lli

Mike Ogden
Sarah Stackhouse
Barb Bailey
David Sadler

David Arkin
Barb Nussbaum

Please send your 
answers before next 

deadline, 1 May.

Margaret Johnson
Krista Muscarella

Martha Pattullo
Christy Tyler

Theresa Fondoules
Erin Breiner

Catholic Charities of Steuben County
Debbie Hunt
Owen Taylor

Maura Sullivan
Corning Incorporated Human Resources

Hardinge inc.
Bob Pattullo

Lonnie & Suzanne Clar
Sigi Schwinge

Patricia Walden
Lori Arigo

Larry & Susan Blumberg
Charles and Cathy Brink

Cate Concannon
Sheryl Dalton

Mary Guido
Karen Harriell

Kristin Konchar-Schafer
Diana Liu

Jill McConnell
James Roberts

Christine and Tim Smith
John Feenaughty

Lucy Gagliardo
Paul & Kathy Good

David & Laurel Newman
Jane Trey

Anonymous

In Honor of Andy & Kait Miller
In Honor of Anthony Muscarella
In Honor of Bob Pattullo, Brian Pattullo and Dee Hertzberg, and Christy Post
In Honor of David B. Tyler
In Honor of Garrett "Shepherd" Fondoules
In Honor of Kevin Breiner
In Honor of Pat Monahan
In Honor of Quinn Wright and Blizzard
In Honor of RWW & Jo H Taylor
In Honor of Sean and Maura Sullivan
In Honor of Sharon Miller
In Honor of Urs Frei
In Memory of Brandon Pattullo
In Memory of Harry M Clar
In Memory of Horst Schwinge
In Memory of Jacqueline Vandenberg
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Margaret Stackhouse
In Memory of Mary Elizabeth Macynski Traver
In Memory of Nick Vandam
In Memory of Robert Linza
In Memory of Ronald Gunton
In Memory of Russell D. Sprague
In Memory Ted Anderson, Jim Moody, Ron Gaulton

Gifts in Honor 
and Memory

Thank you to our many 
donors who chose to make 
gifts to the Finger Lakes 
Trail Conference in honor or 
in memory of a loved one. 
Gifts over $50 made to the 
Lean-To Fund in honor or 
memory of a loved one will 
be recognized with a plaque 
in a Lean-To. Donors will be 
notified of its location once 
it is installed. 
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Finger Lakes Trail Conference, Inc.
6111 Visitor Center Road
Mt. Morris, NY 14510

An aerial view by Bill Hecht via drone, courtesy of the Finger Lakes Land Trust, of the Eberhard 
Preserve that is featured in Dave Newman's Trail Preservation article on page 17.  The former 
Eberhard property is to the left of the road, while the flat valley stretches out of the picture to the 

right.  We are looking northward.
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